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Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) micromirrors have been developed for more than two 
decades along with the development of MEMS technology. They have been used into many 
application fields: optical switches, digital light projector (DLP), adoptive optics (AO), high 
definition (HD) display, barcode reader, endoscopic optical coherence tomography (OCT) and 
confocal microscope, and so on. Especially, MEMS mirrors applied into endoscopic OCT and 
confocal microscope are the intensive research field. Various actuation mechanisms, such as 
electrostatic, electromagnetic, electro bimorph thermal, electrowetting, piezoelectric (PZT) and hybrid 
actuators, are adopted by different types of micromirrors. Among these actuators, the electrostatic is 
easily understood and simple to realize, therefore, it is broadly adopted by a large number of 
micromirrors.  
This thesis reports the design, fabrication, and characterization of a 2-D Silicon-on-insulation (SOI) 
MEMS micromirror with sidewall (SW) electrodes for endoscopic OCT or confocal microscope 
imaging. The biaxial MEMS mirror with SW electrodes is actuated by electrostatic actuators. The 
dimension of mirror plate is 1000m×1000m, with a thickness of a 35m. The analytical modeling 
of SW electrodes, fabrication process, and performance characteristics are described. In comparison 
to traditional electrostatic actuators, parallel-plate and comb-drive, SW electrodes combined with 
bottom electrodes achieve a large tilt angle under a low drive voltage that the comb-drive does and 
possess fairly simple fabrication process same as that of the parallel-plate. A new fabrication process 
based on SOI wafer, hybrid bulk/surface micromachined technology, and a high-aspect-ratio shadow 
mask is presented. Moreover, the fabrication process is successfully extended to fabricate 2×2 and 
4×4 micromirror arrays. Finally, a biaxial MEMS mirror with SW electrodes was used into Confocal 
MACROscope for imaging. Studied optical requirements in terms of two optical configurations and 
frequency optimization of the micromirror, the biaxial MEMS mirror replaces the galvo-scanner and 
improves the MACROscope. Meanwhile, a new Micromirror-based Laser Scanning Microscope 
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Background and Thesis Overview 
1.1 Introduction 
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) micromirrors have been developed for more than two 
decades along with the development of MEMS technology [1]. Various MEMS devices, such as ink 
jet printhead, inertial sensors, pressure sensors, accelerators, gyroscopes, RF switches, resonators, and 
micromirrors, have been exploited. MEMS mirrors are the intensive research field among these 
devices. They are considered  the leading technology for many application fields, such as in adaptive 
optics (AO), optical switches, digital light projector (DLP), high-definition (HD) laser display, 
barcode reader, optical coherence tomography (OCT), and confocal microscopes [2–10]. The 
performances and limitations of these devices are highly dependent on MEMS mirrors in systems. 
Particularly, there has been intensive research on integrating MEMS mirrors into an endoscopic 
optical coherence tomography (EOCT) system or confocal microscope. Design and fabrication of a 
biaxial micromirror that is capable of large 2 Degree-of-Freedom (DoF) angular scans with low 
driving voltages for endoscopic application and confocal microscope is the motivation of this thesis. 
In this thesis, a 2-D Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MEMS micromirror with sidewall (SW) electrodes 
for imaging is presented. A theoretical model of SW electrodes for a biaxial micromirror is developed. 
Subsequently, a novel fabrication process is developed to fabricate a biaxial micromirror with SW 




exploited. The process is also extended to fabricate micromirror arrays. Finally, a biaxial micromirror 
with SW electrodes is applied into Confocal MACROscope (from Biomedical Photometrics Inc. 
(BPI), Waterloo, ON) for imaging.  
1.2 MEMS Mirror Overview 
Various MEMS mirrors are achieved through a combination of two broad micromachining 
technologies, surface or bulk micromachining techniques. They possess a number of attractive 
features, such as extremely compact structure size, small weight, potential low power and low cost, 
high reliability, and batched fabrication. MEMS mirrors have a large scale range from several 
micrometers to millimeters and a wide bandwidth in worked frequency from a low frequency (Hz) to 
a high frequency (kHz) in terms of different fabrications and applications. Recently, various 
commercial fabrication processes are developed successfully, such as Poly-MUMPs, SOI-
MUMPs&Metal-MUMPs (provided by MUMSCAP), SUMMiT-V, DMD (from Texas Instrument Inc. 
(Dallas, TX)), Optical iMEMS process (from Analog Devices Inc.), and IntelliSense technology. 
However, each fabrication process has its own specification and limitation for a certain application. 
Thus, it is necessary to develop a novel fabrication process for a biaxial micromirror with SW 
electrodes that is applied into Endoscopic OCT and confocal microscope.  
By studying various MEMS mirrors, their basic characters can be derived and listed as the 
following:  
 Fabrication processes based on surface micromachining or hybrid bulk/surface 
micromachining techniques 
 Different materials adopted by micromirrors 
 Various actuation mechanisms 
 Self-assembly, assembly, or non-assembly processes for micromirrors  
 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D micromirrors with gimbal or gimballess structures  




In fact, although developing a sophisticated micromirror is very complicated, it is possible to reach 
the goal by grasping the fabrication process and actuation mechanism of the micromirror in terms of 
requirements of an application. A typical micromirror is composed of a movable mirror plate, 
supporting frames, and actuators. 
1.2.1 Surface & Bulk Micromachining Techniques  
The main techniques in MEMS technology are composed of surface micromachining and bulk 
micromachining. Surface micromachining techniques leave the wafer untouched, but add/remove 
additional layers above the wafer surface, first widely used in 1990‘s, while bulk micromachining 
techniques involve removing material from the silicon wafer itself [11]. Figure 1.1(a), (b), and (c) 
show three types of micromirrors based on surface micromachining. As shown in Figure 1.1(a), the 
micromirror is fabricated in terms of SUMMiT-V technique. Multiple layers are deposited and 
patterned [12]. An upper spring and a lower spring support the mirror plate. The bottom electrodes 
(electrostatic actuators) drive the mirror plate to rotate along two directions. Figure 1.1(b) shows a 
micromirror array and an electrostatic actuator in a DMD chip. The electrostatic actuator actuates the 
micromirror to realize ―on‖ or ―off‖ mode [13, 14]. A micromirror in Figure 1.1(c) is fabricated by 
surface micromachining. The mirror plate is elevated through a self-assembly process after all 
fabrication processes; therefore, a large gap between the mirror plate and bottom electrodes is created 
[15]. The main advantage of surface micromachining techniques is that it is compatible with CMOS 
process easily and suitable to obtain a large micromirror array, however, the thickness of each layer 
on the substrate has a limitation less than 2-3m. As a result, it is difficult to get a thicker mirror plate 
than deposited layers. The curvature of the mirror plate is large and the scanning angle is small [16, 
17]. Moreover, the release process requires a bunch of etching holes on the surface of the mirror plate. 
Those holes degrade the optical properties [18, 19].  
Hybrid bulk/surface micromachining techniques are widely adopted by various micromirrors, as 
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Figure 1.1: MEMS mirrors based on surface micromachining techniques. (a) A micromirror in terms 







Figure 1.2: Various micromirrors based on hybrid bulk/surface micromachined technologies. (a)-(f) 
electrostatic actuators [20, 8, 21-24].; (g)-(i) electro thermal bimorph actuators [25-27]; (j) 




mirror plate and a large cavity on the substrate, so various complex micromirrors employ hybrid 
bulk/surface micromachining techniques. From Figure 1.2 (a) to (f), electrostatic actuators actuate the 
mirror plate which has a large size and a low curvature to get 2-D scanning. Electro thermal bimorph 
actuators are used in some micromirrors, as shown in Figure 1.2 (g), (h), and (i). Electromagnetic 
actuators are adopted by the micromirror in Figure 1.2(j). The micromirrors in Figure 1.2(a), (c), (d), 
(f), (g), (h), and (i) require non-assembly process, while, those in Figure 1.2(b), (e), and (j) need an 
assembly process.  
1.2.2 Materials in MEMS Mirrors 
Various materials adopted by MEMS mirrors enrich fabrication processes and designs. Kurt Peterson 
states single crystal silicon as a perfect mechanical material in MEMS devices [28]. In 
micromachining, silicon, glass, ceramics, group III and V elements are important substrate materials. 
A variety of metals including titanium, platinum, tungsten, aluminum, gold, chrome, nickel, copper, 
and so on, are used widely as thin deposited films. Meanwhile, silicon dioxide, silicon nitrides, silicon 
carbides, carbon, and polymers (Polyimide, PMMA, SU-8, and parylene, and so on) are also 
deposited as thin films.  
 




For example, a very simple 1-D micromirror with electrostatic actuators is composed of a movable 
mirror plate, torsion bars, support frames, and electrodes, as shown in Figure 1.3. Generally, materials 
of the mirror plate could be silicon, polysilicon, polymers, SU-8 or parylene [29], and the torsion bars 
may be based on silicon, polysilicon [23], silicon nitride [8], metals [30], polymer [5], or SU-8 [31]. 
The substrate could be silicon or glass. Metal thin films, aluminum or gold, are patterned on the 
substrate to form bottom electrodes. Depositing titanium/gold or chrome/aluminum on the surface of 
the mirror plate improves the ratio of light reflecting. Subsequently, the support frame with the mirror 
plate mounts on the substrate by flip-chip or bonding process. If the micromirror adopts different 
actuators, its corresponding materials and fabrication process have to be selected in terms of the 
specialty of the actuator. 
1.2.3 Actuation Mechanisms  
The design, fabrication, and characteristics of MEMS mirrors are highly dependent on actuation 
mechanisms. Actuation mechanisms include electrostatic, electro thermal bimorph, electromagnetic, 
PZT, electrowetting, and hybrid types. Table 1.1 illustrates the outline of different MEMS actuators 
used in MEMS mirrors from literatures. It is very important to understand various actuation 
mechanisms for selecting micromirror structures and fabrication processes when a new micromirror is 
developed for a special application. 
1.2.3.1 Electro Thermal Bimorph Actuator 
The thermal bimorph actuator is formed by using two materials with the thermal coefficient of 
expansion (TCE) difference. The bimorph tip performs an angular rotation due to both the residual 
stress and the TCE difference of two materials. The bimorph actuator is composed of either double 
layers with the TCE difference, such as Al/SiO2, Au/SiO2, metal/silicon nitride, Ni/Ni-diamond [32], 
or Al and SiO2 enclosing the polysilicon or Pt heater [7, 25, 33, 34]. The bimorph actuator drives 
MEMS mirrors to perform either one direction (upward or downward) deflection [6, 26, 27], or dual 




with CMOS sequences. The micromirror with thermal bimorph actuators can be built on one piece of 
single-crystal-silicon (SCS) wafer or SOI wafer entirely, so that an assembly process is avoided. In 
order to create an out-of-plane curling structure, the amount of fabrication experiments are required, 
but it is difficult to control curling angles after the mirror plate is released. 
The main disadvantages of thermal actuators are high power consumption, low actuation speed, and 
material degradation and fatigue due to thermal stress cycles for a long period of time. The hysteresis 
phenomenon can be observed due to the thermal relaxation time [7]. In addition, the design of heat 
sink is a basic requirement for bimorph actuators [33]. The thermal resistance of bimorph actuators 
depends on the heat-flow path from the actuator to the substrate. This requires a sophisticated design.  
1.2.3.2 Electromagnetic Actuator 
Electromagnetic actuators utilize the Lorenz force, F=I×B, generated when the electric current, I, 
pass through the coils in the external electromagnetic field with the magnetic flux density, B. Those 
actuators are created by either fabricating incorporated actuation coils or depositing ferromagnetic 
materials such as nickel-iron on the movement portion of devices [6, 10, 35-45]. In order to obtain the 
external electromagnetic field, some magnetic actuators use external permanent magnets or 
electromagnets while others use deposition and patterning of hard magnetic materials during the 
fabrication [41, 43, 44]. Therefore, the electroplating process is very common to fabricate thick coils 
or ferromagnetic materials for those actuators. Usually there is an assembly process for the last step 
after fabricating all the components. Magnetic actuation technique can deliver sufficient torque to 
allow a mirror plate to scan a large angle, thus, the size of the mirror plate can be designed in several 
millimeters and the spring hinge could have high spring stiffness [6]. Although the drive voltage is 
small, the current is high (in the range of milli-amps(mA)) comparing with other actuators. Such 
actuator generates a lot of heat during work duration. Its disadvantage is potentially poor hysteresis 
and fatigue performance, which could affect static pointing accuracy and reliability. Most of 
micromirrors can realize 1-D scan [10, 37, 38], while some of micromirrors perform 2-D scan [35, 40, 




1.2.3.3 Piezoelectric Actuator 
Piezoelectric actuators utilize the piezoelectric effect, that is, when electric field applies to the class of 
materials, a piezoelectric thin film causes a strain to transverse direction by its inverse piezoelectric 
effect. Usually, a piezoelectric actuator has a metal/piezoelectric material/metal sandwich structure 
stacked on an insulation layer [47-52]. Pb(Zrx,Ti1-x)O3 (PZT) is present general preferred 
piezoelectric material. The fabrication process is pretty simple, but requires depositing ferroelectric 
layers by sol-gel process and high Curie temperature [46]. When the exciting displacement frequency, 
that is applied electric field frequency, agrees with the resonant frequency of bending or torsional 
mode of a MEMS mirror, the mirror plate is actuated at the resonant vibration on each mode [47, 49]. 
Piezoelectric hysteresis and polarization are the main consideration during the design and fabrication 
[50]. In addition, since the piezoelectric actuator forms a capacitor, the leakage current is another 
characteristic during the design and fabrication. Zara et al. [48] adopted the piezoelectric bimorph as 
an actuator to drive the micromirror rotate about pivot axis by polyimide hinge for an endoscope.  
1.2.3.4 Electrowetting Actuator 
Electrowetting (EW) and Electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) actuation are principles that control 
the shape of electrolyte drops on an electrode plate using electric potential [53, 54]. When a mirror 
plate is assembled on liquid droplets, the movement of the plate is generated by the shape change of 
droplets. The liquid metal drop (LMD) has several advantages over an electrolyte drop as a pivot of a 
micromirror: lower vapor pressure, less electrolysis, and better electrical/thermal contact with the 
substrate and the mirror. Mercury drop and gallium drop have been tested by Zeng et al. [53]. The 
insulation layer thickness between the LMD and the electrode plate affects the behavior of liquid 
metal drops. The micromirror plate and the electrodes are assembled with the LMD at their ―confine 
spot‖—a wetting metal spot surrounded by nonwetting parylene insulating surface treated by argon 
sputter. With the confine spot, the LMD drop can adhere strongly to the mirror plate and the substrate. 




realize the 2D rotation as well. The drive voltage is high. There is no any report about this kind of 
actuators for endoscopes in literatures.  
1.2.3.5 Hybrid Microactuator 
Hybrid microactuators combine two types of actuators or more to compensate disadvantages of 
individual actuators. Several hybrid actuators are developed: i) electromagnetic and electrostatic; ii) 
electromagnetic and electrothermal; iii) electrothermal and electrostatic. Il-Joo Cho et al. [55] used 
electromagnetic and electrostatic actuators into a RF-MEMS switch in order to obtain low power and 
low voltage operation.  Youngkee Eun et al. [56] fabricated a micromirror with an electrothermal and 
electromagnetic actuator that generates a buckling deformation by the electrothermal actuator and 
control the buckling direction by the electromagnetic actuator in static mode. A RF-MEMS switch 
using electrostatic and electrothermal microactuators was fabricated by Ph. Robert et al. [57].  
Moreover, Aravind Alwan et al. [58] gave an analytical modeling and figured out advantages of 
electrostatic and electrothermal actuation theoretically.  
1.2.3.6 Electrostatic Actuators for MEMS Mirrors 
Electrostatic actuators exploit the difference in electrostatic forces between two electrodes. Generally, 
there are two common electrostatic actuators: (i) parallel-plate; and (ii) comb-drive. Most 
micromirrors adopt parallel-plate actuators. They are actuated by high voltages and have a small tilt 
angle range. Therefore, the reduction of driving voltages while increasing the tilt angle range is a core 
requirement for the next-generation of electrostatic scanners. Traditionally, a biaxial micromirror is 
actuated by either four separate bottom electrodes [15] or by two inner bottom electrodes on the 
micromirror and two outer bottom electrodes on the outer attraction plates of the micromirror [8]. 
Meanwhile, a number of micromirrors adopt comb-drive actuators [59-63], which are built on the 




Table 1.1: Characteristics of different typical actuators used in the micromirrors 







Piezoelectric (PZT) Electrowetting Electrostatic 
Comb drive Parallel plate 
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Substrate SCS, SOI SCS, SOI SCS  SCS, SOI SCS, SOI 
Voltage low low high high low high 
Current large large small  small small 
Power 
consumption 
high high  low low low 
Response time fast slow fast fast fast fast 
Scan angle
2
 large large small small large small 
Scan mode 1D, 2D 1D , 2D 1D, 2D 1D, 2D 1D , 2D 1D, 2D 
Assembly
3










complex complex complex simple complex, simple 
Notice:  
1. Electromagnetic actuators have a shielding requirement and require the fabrication of ferromagnetic materials, and hence increase the 
overall size of the micromirror system; 
2. Scan range comes from  literatures, and the biggest scan angle bases on the real application; 
3. Assembly is a process integrating the micromirror plate with the actuators; 
4. Structure of the micromirror can be divided into gimbal and gimballess. Gimbal structure increases the overall size and has a low fill 





with different height, a sophisticated fabrication process has to be employed. One group of comb 
fingers realize either upward or downward movement, thus, the design of micromirrors with comb 
drive actuators often require a large area to accommodate the actuators and thereby increase the 
overall device size. More details of electrostatic actuators are presented in subsequence chapters. 
Various micromirrors with different actuators in EOCT and confocal microscope have been 
developed. When compared with these actuators, as listed in Table 1.1, electrostatic actuators are easy 
to be understood and simple to realize. Therefore, this thesis focuses on developing a micromirror 
with electrostatic actuators.  
1.2.4 Single Micromirror & Mirror Array 
From single micromirror to micromirror arrays, they apply to DMD, optical switches, adoptive optics 
(AO), and optical phased array, and so on. Moreover, a micromirror array requires more sophisticated 
fabrication process than that of single micromirror. In a digital device such as a DMD chip, thousands 
of micromirrors are integrated at a small area. The reliability, yield rate and fill factor are important 
parameters. On the other hand, a micromirror array divides a large aperture into small apertures in 
order to keep the frequency bandwidth. In this thesis, the fabrication process is developed from single 
micromirror fabrication to micromirror array fabrication. Another important work is to calibrate each 
micromirror on an entire mirror array chip.  
1.3 MEMS Mirrors in Endoscopic OCT and Confocal Microscope 
Endoscopic OCT (EOCT) and confocal microscope employ MEMS mirrors to build laser scanning 
imaging systems. Generally, there exists three ways to perform laser beam scanning: i) beam scanning 
before the objective lens (Pre-Objective Scanning); ii) beam scanning after the objective lens (Post-
Objective Scanning); iii) objective lens scanning. Figure 1.4 shows these three scanning 
configurations. MEMS mirrors are often used for the first two scanning ways, while MEMS 
microlenses or optic fiber bundles are adopted for the third one [8, 10, 64]. In this thesis, a biaxial 





Figure 1.4: Three scanning ways for Endoscopic OCT and Confocal microscope. 
into the first two ways. The goal of the thesis is to design and fabricate a biaxial micromirror for 
EOCT or Confocal MACROscope, which is a Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM) with a 
large field of view (FOV) procured from Biomedical Photometrics Inc (BPI), Waterloo, ON. In order 
to integrate a micromirror with an endoscopic probe, there are several requirements the micromirror 
should process: 
 Satisfies the endoscopic dimensional requirements: An endoscope has strict requirements on 
its diameter that is dependent on its application. In an endoscopic OCT system, the 
endoscopic probe is inserted into the human body; therefore the diameter of the endoscope 
will determine the diagnostic limitations. There are two scan modes: (i) side-imaging; and (ii) 
forward-imaging, for an endoscopic probe. The outer diameter of a side-imaging probes 




7.5mm [65]. The dimensions of the micromirror have to be compatible with the diameter of 
the endoscopic probe.  
 Provides a large scanning angle under a low driving voltage: The drive voltage actuating the 
micromirror is a safety concern when the endoscope is inserted into the human body. A larger 
angular scan will be able to create a larger field-of-view. Hence, physicians are able to image 
a larger piece of tissues within a shorter duration of time. This will greatly reduce the 
diagnostic time of the patient. 
 Capable of 2 DoF scans: Combining a fast scan with a slow scan creates 2-D raster scan. 
 Needs a large micromirror plate in order to obtain high resolution images. 
 Requires simple fabrication processes that are compatible with MEMS fabricating 
technology. 
 1.3.1 Endoscopy, OCT and Confocal Microscopy  
Endoscopic probes can be integrated with either OCT system or confocal microscope. Endoscope 
based on MEMS mirrors with a sophisticated optical system performs the laser beam scanning and 
collects reflected light that is excited or emits from the tissue or samples back to an optical fiber. Only 
a general discussion of selected fundamental concepts of endoscopy, OCT system and confocal 
microscopy is given here, for more detailed discussion see [66, 67].  
1.3.1.1 Endoscopy 
An endoscope is a probe for performing the laser scanning and also detecting scattered or reflected 
light. It is not only a diagnostic tool but it can also be used as a therapeutic equipment [65]. There are 
two typical endoscopes: (i) capsule endoscope; and (ii) catheter endoscope. The latter is our focus. A 
compact MEMS mirror is well-suited for endoscope applications because of its limited small 
dimension by MEMS technology. Scanning methods are of the utmost importance for endoscope 
probe. Generally, the scan modes can be divided into forward imaging and side imaging probe. Other 
important technical characteristics of an EOCT probe are the mirrors‘ scanning range, field-of-view 




Various endoscopes based on MEMS technology are being developed by many groups around the 
world [7-9, 26, 27, 68-75]. The typical structure of an MEMS-based endoscope is shown in Figure 1.5. 
The probe consists of a biaxial MEMS mirror and pigtailed gradient index (GRIN) lens mounted in 
tubular steel housing [74]. The optical fiber transmits light to the MEMS mirror and receives the 
scattered light from the tissues through the MEMS mirror again.  The Optical fiber, GRIN lens, and 
the MEMS mirror are positioned so that the noise generated in the scanning head minimized. By 
monitoring the noise and minimizing it, high precision assembly within an error of few microns could 
be achieved [24].  
 
Figure 1.5: Schematic of the 3-D endoscopic OCT probe [74]. 2-D scanning MEMS mirror is putted 
in front of GRIN lens. Sideimaging process 
1.3.1.2 OCT System  
An OCT system is based on a fiber-optic Michelson interferometer to obtain high-resolution 
noninvasive cross-sectional imaging of tissue microstructure [66, 76-79]. OCT is an optical imaging 
technique that is analogous to ultrasound B-mode imaging and operates using continuous wave short 
coherent length light and can image the cellular structure of tissues at depths greater than 
conventional microscopes [66]. Light reflected from scattering sites within a sample is localized in 
depth by low-coherence interferometry. The low coherence interferometry measures the 
electromagnetic field of the optical beam rather than its intensity, since when two beams of light are 
combined, their fields rather than their intensities add and produce interference. Scanning a reference 
delay line while recording the interferometric detector response creates a map of reflectivity relative 




proportional to the square of the electromagnetic field [66]. Two-dimensional images are made from 
sequential longitudinal image lines of backscatter versus distance into the sample. OCT produces 
tomographic images of subsurface microscopic structures with a resolution of 10m or less [77, 79]. 
The performance of OCT systems varies widely according to their design and data acquisition speed 
requirements [66].Figure 1.6 shows the schematic OCT system.  
 
Figure 1.6: Schematic OCT system using a fiber-optic implementation of a Michelson interferomenter 
with a laser low coherence light source [66]. 
 
Figure 1.7: Schematic diagram of a conventional confocal microscope. The screen with the pinhole 
lies in the back focal plane of the sample with respect to the objective, thus rejecting most out-of-
focus light. The rotating mirrors scan the sample pixel by pixel, and are the rate-limiting step for 




1.3.1.3 Confocal Microscopy 
Confocal microscope is an optical imaging technique used to increase micrograph contrast and/or to 
reconstruct 3D images by using a spatial pinhole to eliminate out-of-focus light or flare in specimens 
that are thicker than the focal plane [67]. Figure 1.7 illustrates the schematic diagram of a 
conventional confocal microscope. In this system, a biaxial micromirror can replace the two scanning 
mirrors and realize the same function. More details of confocal microscope with MEMS mirrors will 
be discussed in Chapter 5. 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 1 contains the research background and 
micromirror overview. Developing a biaxial MEMS mirror applied into EOCT and confocal 
microscope is the motivation of this thesis. Chapter 2 presents a characteristic study of a micromirror 
with SW electrodes. An analytical modeling of SW electrodes for a biaxal micromirror is developed. 
Chapter 3 contains the design, fabrication and characterization of a 2-D micromirror with sidewall 
electrodes. Micromirrors with 3m and 1.5m serpentine torsion bars are successfully fabricated. 
Chapter 4 describes the fabrication process of 2×2 and 4×4 micromirror array with SW electrodes. 
Chapter 5 presents the micromirror with SW electrodes for the MACROscope imaging and a 
Micromirror-based Laser Scanning Microscope System. As the system developed is still at the proof 
of concept phase, a discussion on future directions is found in Chapter 6. Appendix A contains a list 
of integral factors.  
1.5 Author‘s Contributions    
The work in Chapter 2 was published in International Journal of Optomechatronics, Vol. 1, No. 3, 
pp231-258, July 2007 [81]. The author created an analytical modeling of SW electrodes so as to 
simulate the static and dynamic characteristics of a micromirror with SW electrodes. The linear 




achieve the same angular displacement is greatly reduced. The pull-in voltage is not changed 
significantly. As a novel electrostatic actuator, using SW electrodes is the main consideration for 
design and fabrication of a micromirror. 
The work in Chapter 3 was published in IEEE Journal of Microelectromechanical Systems, Vol. 19, 
No. 3, pp619-631, June 2010 [82]. The author designed and fabricated a 2 Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) 
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MEMS mirror with SW electrodes. The biaxial MEMS mirror with SW 
electrodes is actuated by electrostatic actuators. The dimension of mirror plate is 1000m×1000m, 
thickness 35m. The extended analytical modeling, fabrication process, and performance 
characteristics are described. The chapter analyzes the effects of the 3-end single crystal serpentine 
torsion bar width and the bottom electrodes and SW electrodes on the performance of the mirror. A 
new fabrication process based on SOI wafer, hybrid bulk/surface micromachined technology, and a 
high aspect ratio shadow mask is presented. In comparison to previous fabrication processes and the 
Optical iMEMS
® 
process, the process is novel, easily understood, and simple to realize. The measured 
maximum angular deflection achieved is ±11º (mechanical angle) at a static operating voltage and 
±21º (mechanical angle) at a resonance frequency driving. 
Chapter 4 devotes to extend the fabrication process of the single micromirror with SW electrodes to 
fabricate micromirror arrays. Four depths on the backside of the SOI wafer by DRIE process, two 
methods to fabricate the shadow mask, and sophisticated assembly process are the outstanding 
features. After optimization of the design and fabrication process, 2×2 and 4×4 micromirror arrays are 
obtained successfully. Although the fabrication of micromirror arrays is more difficult than that of the 
single micromirror, micromirror arrays achieved prove that the novel well-designed process possesses 
a flexibility and feasibility. The single micromirrors with SW electrodes, 2×2 and 4×4 micromirror 
arrays are fabricated at Cornell NanoScale Science & Technology Facility (CNF), Cornell University, 
USA. 
The development of Micromirror-based MACROscope and a prototype of Micromirror-based Laser 
Scanning Microscope System are founded in Chapter 5. A biaxial MEMS mirror with SW electrodes 




This work cooperates with BPI. The study of optical requirements figures out optimizations on 
frequency and scanning range of the micromirror. In terms of experiment results from Micromirror-
based MACROscope, the Micromirror-based Laser Scanning Microscope System is developed and 2-
D images are obtained. This mirror is well-suited for applications where these characteristics are 
critical, such as in endoscopic scanning elements. 
Some data in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 are from the paper ―A 2-D micromachined SOI 
MEMS mirror with sidewall electrodes for biomedical imaging‖, which has been published by 
IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics, Vol. 15, No. 4, pp501-510, 2010 [83].  
Except as noted, all the experiments were performed in Professor John Yeow‘s laboratory at the 







A Characteristic Study of Micromirror with 
Sidewall Electrodes  
2.1 Introduction 
The Optical Microelectromechanical System (MOEMS) scanner is one of the core components in 
many interesting fields as laser imaging, information handling, factory automation, printing, graphic 
arts, image digitizing, quality inspection, barcode reading, data storage, precision pattern generation, 
display, surveillance, and medical imaging [7, 13, 84-86]. It usually determines the device‘s limitation 
and performance. A biaxial micromirror used in an Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) system to 
acquire 3-Dimensional images has already been demonstrated [8]. In addition, the micromirror 
actuating mechanisms such as electrostatic, thermal [26, 27, 87], piezoelectric [47, 88], 
electromagnetic [7], electrowetting of liquid metals [53] or hybrid actuators, are the subjects of 
intense research. During the actuator design process, performance such as static and dynamic 
characteristics of the scanner should be modeled, simulated, and understood [89, 90]. Several papers 
have reported the methodology on how to design a micromirror device [91-93].  
Electrostatic actuator is widely used in many micromirror designs. The principles of electrostatic 
actuator are well-understood and their designs are simpler than other typical actuators. Electrostatic 
actuators are easy to fabricate by traditional integrated circuit (IC) process. There are two common 




only capable of relatively small tilt angles under a high voltages in comparison to comb-drive 
actuators, their fabrication process are fairly straightforward, simple to be realized.  
For parallel-plate actuators, the electrode configuration has a significant effect on the drive voltage 
threshold. Two typical electrode configurations have already been demonstrated: (i) planar electrode 
configuration [8, 9, 59-63]; (ii) inclined electrode configuration [94, 95]. The first configuration is 





, (0 – dielectric constant of vaccum, A – effective area, d – the distance between 
electrode and mirror plate), if the same drive voltage is used, an increase in d will decrease the 
electrostatic force rapidly. Meanwhile, increasing the effect area of electrodes is effective to raise the 
electrostatic force. As a result, micromirrors with sidewall electrodes are proposed in Pu et al. [20]. 
Although the effect of bottom electrodes is well understood [8, 15, 96], there is no theoretical model 
to describe the effect of sidewall electrodes on a biaxial micromirror [97, 98]. The purpose of 
combining sidewall electrodes with bottom electrodes is to increase the electrostatic force on the 
micromirror plate. In this configuration, the static and dynamic behaviours of micromirrors deserve 
more investigation and detailed analyses.  
In this chapter, a micromirror with a combination of sidewall and bottom electrodes will be 
modeled and investigated. Theoretical electrostatic model on a micromirror with sidewall and bottom 
electrodes are derived and simulated. Design parameters such as the controllable tilt angle, the pull-in 
angle and dynamic characteristics-modal analysis are studied to determine the desired scanner designs. 
All analytical design results are compared with Finite Element Modeling (FEM) simulations.  
2.2 The Theoretical Modeling of Micromirror with Sidewall Electrodes 
2.2.1 Building a Theoretical Modeling of Micromirror with Sidewall Electrodes 
Generally, a biaxial micromirror consists of a rigid mirror plate, spring hinges, supporting frames and 
actuating electrodes. A micromirror structure is shown in Figure 2.1. The micromirror is suspended 




Degree-of-Freedom (DoF) scans: -scan and -scan, which rotates about the X-axis and Y-axis 
respectively. The micromirror plate is electrically grounded and the quadrant electrodes (sidewall and 
bottom electrodes) offer V1, V2, V3 and V4 voltages. The parameters of the micromirror are listed in 
Table 2.1. 
In order to simplify the electrostatic force model between the micromirror and sidewall electrodes 
and bottom electrodes, we made several assumptions, namely: 
 Ignore the electrostatic fringe field effect 
 Electrostatic force caused by the bottom electrode will act on the entire micromirror plate 
 Electrostatic force caused by the sidewall electrode is divided into upper sidewall electrostatic 
field and lower sidewall electrostatic field, as shown in Figure 2.2. The upper sidewall 
electrostatic field on the micromirror plate is ignored when tilt angle is small 
2.2.1.1 Define the Coordinate System 
Although the models for vertical electrode configuration are deduced in [97, 98], there is no existing 
models to describe 2 DoF configuration. The coordinate systems are defined: (i) global coordinate 
system (XYZ); and (ii) body-fixed coordinate system (xyz). Global coordinate system is fixed on the 
substrate and the origin of body-fixed coordinate system is set on the centre of the micromirror plate. 
These definitions are the same as Toshiyoshi et al. [15].  
A small area (dS) on the mirror in the body-fixed coordinate system, A(x, y, 0), and the normal  
vector of the mirror, m=(0, 0, 1), in Figure 2.3, are transferred to the global coordinate system, and 
corresponding coordinate A   and vector m   are represented by: 
  sinsincos,cossinsin,cos yxyxxA    (2.1) 
and  
  coscos,cossin,sin m      (2.2) 






Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a biaxial micromirror (a) 3D diagram, mirror plate rotates about 
inner torsion bar, y-axis (-scan); gimbal frame with mirror plate that rotates about outer torsion bar, 






Table 2.1: Parameters of the biaxial micromirror 
Paremeters Variable Value 
Micromirror properties 
Mirror width Lm 400m 
Mirror length Lm 400m 
Mirror plate thickness tm 1.5m 
Gimbal width Lgw 580m 
Gimbal thickness tg 1.5m 
Gimbal length Lgl 900m 
Torsion bar width w 2m 
Torsion bar thickness tb 1.5m 
Torsion bar length l 200m 
Electrode bottom edge 
width 
Le 450m 
Gap g 75m 
Assumed material properties 
Young‘s modulus E 169 Gpa [99] 
Shear modulus, G 73 Gpa 
Silicon density, ρ 2329 kg/m
3
 
Air permittivity, 0 8.854e-12 F/m 
 
 





Figure 2.3: The layout of the four groups of electrodes. 
Note that the four group electrodes, e11 e12 e13 , e21 e22 e23 , e31 e32 e33 , and e41 e42 e43 are shown in 
Figure 2.3. When the micromirror plate is inclined, we can define the angles between the micromirror 
plate, and the bottom electrodes and the sidewall electrodes by , , and respectively. The 
maximum slope angle of the mirror to the bottom electrode, , is equal to the angle between the 
normal vector of the mirror, m   and the Z-axis (Z=(0,0,1)) (Toshiyoshi et al. [15]). In addition, as 
shown in Figure 2.4(a), the maximum slope angle of the mirror to the sidewall electrode (e12),  , is 
equal to the angle between the normal vector m   and the Y-axis (Y=(0,1,0)); in Figure 2.4(b), the 
maximum slope angle of the mirror to the sidewall electrode (e13),  , is equal to the angle between 
the normal vector m   and the X-axis (X=(1,0,0)). Therefore, we take the inner product of them to 
find , , and  as follows: 
 coscoscos  Zm , so     coscoscos, 1    (2.3) 
 cossincos  Ym , so     cossincos, 1      (2.4) 
 sincos  Xm , so   )(sincos, 1         (2.5) 




Since the flux of electrostatic field is perpendicular to the mirror surface, an element, dS, in Figure 2.3, 
on the mirror is attracted by electrostatic force from both the bottom electrode and the sidewall 
electrodes. Therefore, the net flux of electrostatic field E is approximately 
E ≈ Ee11+Ee12+Ee13     (2.6) 
for one quadrant of the mirror plate, where Ee11, Ee12 and Ee13 are the flux of electrostatic field caused 
by the electrodes, e11, e12 and e13, respectively.  


















EF       (2.7) 
= 8.854×10
-12



















      (2.8) 
The moments of electrostatic force on the micromirror plate are 
ydPdT 





               (2.10) 
y represents the moment direction based on the global coordinate system. 


































































Figure 2.4: Projected angles in between the mirror plate and sidewall electrodes. 
The moment of electrostatic force from sidewall electrodes on the micromirror rotating about X-












































































The moment of electrostatic force from sidewall electrodes on the micromirror rotating about Y-








































































                         (2.13b) 
Moreover, the micromirror plate is pulled down along Z direction, so the entire electrostatic forces 







































   






































            (2.14b) 
where Gfeij , Gfeij , and Gfeij are integral factors and Appendix A gives all integral factor expressions 
which are caused by e11, e12, e13, e21, e22, e23, e31, e32, e33, and e41, e42, e43.  
2.2.1.3 Equilibrium between Electrostatic Force and Mechanical Torsion 
When the micromirror plate is actuated by the electrodes, the equations can be derived in terms of the 

































ZM FF              (2.15c) 
where the TM , TM , mechanical torsion for X-axis and Y-axis, and FZM, mechanical force on the Z 






































































               (2.16c) 
The above parameters are from Table 2.1. For all bottom electrodes and sidewall electrodes, the 
integral factors are from Appendix A.   
2.2.1.4 Integral Domain on the Micromirror Plate 
When calculating the double integral, the integral domains are based on the effective area on which 
the electrostatic field is acting. The bottom electrostatic field caused by bottom electrodes e11, e21, e31 
and e41, we assume the integral domain is the entire micromirror plate. For the sidewall electrostatic 
field by e12, e13, e22, e23, e32, e33, e42 and e43, we assume the effective integral domain is enclosed by the 
micromirror edges and the projected lines of lower sidewall electrostatic field, as shown in Figure 2.5. 
The projected lines, LAB, LCD, LEH and LFG are the projection of PQ, RS, PS and QR edges, respectively. 
In Figure 2.5, it is assumed that the scanning angle are =5o, =5o.  
2.3 The Characteristics of the Micromirror with Sidewall Electrodes 
The static and the system dynamic properties of the scanner are derived and analyzed in this section. 





Figure 2.5: Four projected lines on the micromirror (=5o , =5o) (a) line LAB  is the projection of PQ 
edge; (b) lines, LAB, LCD, LEH and LFG , and the shadows are composed mainly of the integral domains 
of lower sidewall electrostatic field. 
2.3.1 The Open-loop Drive 
Two drive methods are used for driving the micromirror (Toshiyoshi et al. [15]), one is 

































            (2.17) 
where V1 is on the e11, e12, e13 electrodes, V2 on the e21, e22, e23 electrodes, V3 on the e31, e32, e33 
electrodes, and V4 on the e41, e42, e43 electrodes. 
The micromirror plate is electrically grounded and the four group electrodes are driven by varying 
voltages. In the case of the differential drive method, the bias voltage on the electrodes causes the 




frequency as the drive voltage rather than twice that frequency [96]. However, the application of a DC 
bias voltage will alter the resonant frequency of micromirror. Section 2.3.3 will analyze this situation 
in detail.  
2.3.2 The Static Behavior of Micromirror 
2.3.2.1 Linearity and Nonlinearity 
Linearity of the scan response is important for a scanner, especially for imaging applications. 
Particularly, the linearity property is one core technology requirement if the micromirror is used for 
imaging applications. It is well understood that a scanner based on differential electrostatic drive has a 
linear voltage-to-angle relationship (Toshiyoshi et al. [15]). Therefore, the voltage-to-angle 
characteristics of a scanner with both sidewall and bottom electrodes deserve more attention. This 
section will analyze the characteristics of a micromirror with sidewall electrodes.  
Based on the above mathematical models, we can solve a system of nonlinear equations to 
determine the relationships between the drive voltages and tilt angles (). The nonlinear equations 
are solved using MATLAB. There are two approaches to solving the nonlinear equations: (i) by using 
input drive voltages to solve for the tilt angles (); and (ii) the other is the reciprocal of the first 
method.  
When the differential drive method is adopted, the linear properties are shown in Figure 2.6, and 
Figure 2.7. Figure 2.6 is calculated from the model method by MATLAB calculation. Figure 2.7 is 
generated from FEM simulation. The linearity property of a micromirror with the addition of sidewall 
electrodes can be verified by our derived model and FEM simulation. FEM simulation adopt ESSOLV 
macro solver of ANSYS multiphysics field. Table 2.2 shows the different values for the micromirror 
with bottom electrodes and with sidewall electrodes at different drive voltage values. The bias voltage 











Figure 2.6: (a) (b) (c) shows the scanning angle and Z displacement under differential drive voltage, 

































Figure 2.7: (a) (b) and (c) show the FEM simulation results: micromirror with bottom and sidewall 




















From Table 2.2, the -scan angle, -scan angle and Z displacement of micromirror with sidewall 
have been increased about 1.7 times than that with bottom electrodes based on model method. 
Although the results of FEM simulation and model method are different, the characteristics appear 
consistent.  
From these figures, we observe that the design of a micromirror with the addition of sidewall 
electrodes can reduce the drive voltages to achieve the same scanning angles as that of only the 
bottom electrodes. Although the design with sidewall electrodes is beneficial for reducing the drive 
voltage, the Z-displacement is also larger than that with only bottom electrodes.  
In addition, from Figure 2.6(c) and Figure 2.7(c), the Z-displacement of FEM simulation is shown 
to be larger than that of the model simulation. This is expected because the electrostatic field model 
for - and -scan has ignored the Z-displacement and the fringe field effect. 
2.3.2.2 Pull-in Voltage 
The pull-in voltage of a scanner is of interest because it shows the stable and unstable operating 
regions of the micromirror. There are reports on the determination of pull-in voltage of a 1-D 
micromirror under electrostatic force [101-103]. Xiao et al. [104] presented a method of calculating 
2-D micromirror pull-in voltage . Based on the equilibrium Eqs. (15a) and (15b), we can directly 
solve these two nonlinear equations by numerical method and plot of the relative tilt angle as a 
function of drive voltage.  
Figure 2.8 shows the relationship between the -scan angle and drive voltage. There are four 
curves in the figure: (i) micromirror with sidewall under nondifferential drive voltage; (ii) 
micromirror with sidewall under differential drive voltage and bias voltage is 55V;  (iii) micromirror 
with only bottom electrodes under nondifferential drive voltage; and (iv) micromirror with only 
bottom electrodes under differential drive voltage, bias voltage 55V. From the figure, it is observed 
that the -scan pull-in voltage of micromirror with sidewall electrodes is about 100-101V, and that of 









Table 2.2: Results from mathematical model method and FEM simulation 
Drive  voltage value Micromirror drive type 
Model method FEM simulation 
























Relative change ((Z2-Z1)/Z1)    60.7%   59.4% 
Vbias=55V, Vx=26.5V, 
Vy=26.5V 




















Relative change ((2-1)/1, 
(2-1)/1), (Z2-Z1)/Z1) 







Figure 2.8: Pull-in voltage characteristics during -scan. 
 

















Similar to Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9 illustrates the relationship in between -scan angle and drive 
voltage. The -scan pull-in voltage of micromirror with sidewall electrodes is about 100-101V, and 
that of micromirror with only bottom electrodes about 104-105V.  
In addition, in order to verify the modeling results, additional FEM simulation is adopted. In 
ANSYS simulation, a capacitance versus the tilt angle function is developed by changing the value of 
the tilt angle and re-enabling the CMATRIX command (ANSYS R8.0 [105]). The micromirror plate, 
sidewall electrodes and bottom electrodes together comprise the net capacitance. Since the structure is 
symmetric, the capacitance curve reflects the relationship of a pair of micromirror plate and one group 
of electrodes (such as e11, e12, e13, e21, e22, and e23). Figure 2.10 displays the nonlinearity effects of 
capacitance related to the changeable tilt angle. These capacitance values are then placed in ANSYS 
model for pull-in voltage analysis.  
 
 







Table 2.3: The pull-in voltage based on different methods 
Pull-in 
direction 






-scan Micromirror with bottom electrodes  104-105 90-91 104.5323 
Micromirror with with addition of 
sidewall electrodes  
100-101 97-98  
-scan Micromirror with bottom electrodes  104-105 86-87 104.5323 
Micromirror with with addition of 
sidewall electrodes  
100-101 93-94  
 
Moreover, based on a paper by Degani et al. [102], we can calculate the pull-in voltage of 
micromirror with only bottom electrodes analytically. When calculating the α-scan pull-in voltage, the 
pull-in voltage is determined to be Vαpull-in=104.5323V, and the -scan pull-in voltage is Vβpull-
in=104.5323V. All the pull-in analysis results are listed in Table 2.3.  
Pull-in voltage gives the threshold of drive voltage in the stable situation. The different results of 
three methods used in calculating the pull-in voltage are shown in Table 2.3. The following 
explanations are provided: 
 For micromirror with bottom electrodes, pull-in voltage is the same based on model and 
analytical methods. However, FEM simulation results are smaller than them. Both the model 
and analytical methods do not include the torsion bar bending effect, ignoring the Z-
displacement. On the contrary, FEM simulation includes the fringe field effect and torsion bar 
bending effect. Therefore, it is expected that the pull-in voltage computed by FEM simulation 
is smaller. 
 The formula method is not applicable to a micromirror with sidewall electrodes because it 
assumes parallel plate capacitance [102]. The model calculations show that the pull-in voltage 
of micromirror with sidewall electrodes is smaller than that with bottom electrodes. However, 
the results contradict that of FEM simulations. The model method ignores fringe field effect 








, the upper sidewall electrostatic field need cannot be ignored and is to be 
considered. On the other hand, FEM simulations include both of the effects. 
 Although the micromirror structure uses the symmetrical quadrant electrodes, the 
configuration of the two pairs of torsion bar is not symmetric. When rotating about the x-axis 
(-scan), the total deflection should include (i) bending of the inner and outer pairs of torsion 
bars; (ii) rotation of the outer pair torsion bars; and (iii) gimbal deformation. These 
deformations affect the -scan more than -scan, and thereby lead to different pull-in 
voltages for -scan and -scan. FEM simulation takes these non-idealities into account while 
the analytical model method ignores these parameters. 
2.3.3 The Dynamic Behaviour of Micromirror 
Another important property is the dynamic property of the micromirror. Dynamical analyses provide 
more insight into a moving system than static analyses. MEMS devices, such as RF MEMS switch, 
and optical MEMS switches operate at the resonant frequency, and the frequency can range from 
several MHz to several Hz. Dynamic analysis will show the spectral performance of such devices.  
2.3.3.1 System Dynamical Function Based on Lagrange Equations 
The biaxial micromirror consists of a rigid mirror plate, spring hinges and gimbals. The micromirror 
plate rotates about X-axis and Y-axis, and spring hinges bend along Z-axis. As a mechanical system, 

























, 2,1i              (2.18) 






  is the generalized velocity, UTL   with T 
as the kinetic energy and U the potential energy. Fi is the generalized force at the corresponding axis. 














iiii JvmT               (2.19) 
where mi is the micromirror mass, Ji is the moment of micromirror inertia, vi is the velocity of the 
center of mass at link i with respect to the base substrate (global coordinate origin), wi is the angular 
velocity about the center of mass at link i with respect to the base substrate.  










ii qkU             (2.20) 
where ki the hinge spring coefficients (the equivalent torsion stiffness with respect to torsion spring), 
it can be calculated as: 
lGIk pii /4              (2.21) 
where Ipi the polar moment of inertia of hinge pair i, l the total length of hinge pair i , G the shear 

































            (2.22) 
for ( wtb  , tb is torsion bar thickness) [100]. 
Meanwhile, the moment of micromirror inertia Ji, J1 is the moment of micromirror plate inertia, J2 
is the moment of gimbal inertia, they can be expressed as 
12/
4
1 mm LtJ                 (2.23) 
  12)2()( 332 gsyglgsxgwglgwg LLLLLLtJ             (2.24) 
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            (2.27) 
Eqs. (2.27) represents a set of nonlinear coupled dynamic equations for -scan and the -scan. 
Although this 2-D micromirror can perform both -scan and the -scan, decoupling of these two 
scans should lead to negligible deviation from its practical performance since the torsion beams 
supporting the micromirror plate and the gimbal are mechanically separated. The solution of Eqs. 
(2.27) can be obtained by the numerical method, i.e. Runge-Kutta method. By using the parameters in 






f Hz, and the -scan 












































            (2.28) 
By using ANSYS modal analysis, we can get results for different modes as shown in Table 2.4.  






First mode (-scan direction) 617 634.07 Torsion motion about 
coordinate axis X 
Second mode (-scan direction) 1736 1749.7 Torsion motion about 
coordinate axis Y 
Third mode (Z-displacement direction)  1775.1 Vertical bending along 
axis Z 
 
2.3.3.2 Resonant Frequency and Frequency Shifting Phenomena 
The dynamic response of the micromirror can be solved by Eqs. (2.28). To simulate the response of 








] =[0, 0.005, 0, 
0.002]. The bias voltages are used are: 0V, 10V, 20V, 30V, 35V, 40V, 45V, 50V, 55V and 60V. 
Different bias voltages are substituted into Eqs. (2.28) to solve the ODE function. Finally, the time 
period T of the response is obtained from the solution. Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 






Figure 2.11: The dynamic response of -scan (solid line) and -scan (dotted line) at a bias voltage 
Vbias=55V. 
Figure 2.11 shows the solution of ODE function under a bias voltage Vbias = 55V. The solid line is 
the response of -scan, while the dotted line is that of -scan. The time periods, T and T, are 
observed in Figure 2.11, thereby the resonant frequency under different bias voltages, f and fcan be 
computed [95]. The effect of bias voltages on -scan and -scan are shown in Figure 2.12 and Figure 
2.13 respectively.  
From Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13, it is observed that the resonant frequency of the micromirror 
with the addition of sidewall electrodes is higher than that of micromirror without sidewall electrodes. 
Our derived mathematical model and ANSYS simulations show the same tendency of resonant 
frequency shifting, namely, undesired spring-softening effect commonly found in electrostatic 
actuation [96]. Both our model and ANSYS simulations show that the decrease in resonance 
frequency is significantly reduced by the effect of sidewall electrodes. That is the effect of sidewall 
electrodes is efficient for decreasing the spring-softening effect. This is advantageous when the 




2.3.3.3 Transient Response at a Step Voltage Excitation 
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            (2.31) 
With Eqs. (2.31), it is possible to simulate the transient behavior of the micromirror with sidewall 
and bottom electrodes. As an example, we can examine the transient response of the micromirror 
caused by a step voltage. We only consider the squeeze film damping, and the damping coefficients 
are estimated [R1, R2]=[0.2, 0.2] in terms of Hao et al. [91] and Pan et al. [107]. The arbitrary initial 








] =[0, 0.02, 0, 0.02]. Figure 2.14 shows the transient response of a 






Figure 2.12: Resonant frequency of -scan at the different bias voltage. 
 






Figure 2.14: Transient response of micromirror with sidewall and bottom electrodes. One curve 
comes from scan, another from scan. The step voltage is Vs=65V. 
2.4 Conclusion 
Static and dynamic analyses are presented by analytical modeling of a micromirror with the addition 
of sidewall electrodes. Its characteristics are shown to have significant differences from micromirror 
with only bottom electrodes. Biaxial micromirror with the addition of sidewall electrodes appears to 
retain its linear angle-to-voltage property under differential drive, and the drive voltage is smaller than 
that of a micromirror with only bottom electrodes. Our model is also used for pull-in voltage analysis. 
The simplicity of our model is quite appealing. It is less consuming in term of time and processing 
power than FEM simulations. The system dynamic characteristic is also modeled to provide insights 





This chapter derived the analytical modeling of a micromirror with sidewall electrodes and studied 
static and dynamic characteristics of the micromirror. These results indicate that additional sidewall 
electrodes effectively increase a tilt angle more than only bottom electrodes under same drive 
voltages. The configuration of combined sidewall and bottom electrodes could benefit for a biaxial 
micromirror with electrostatic actuators. The developed analytical modeling of sidewall electrodes 
becomes a theoretical basis for a new electrostatic actuator, which is different with parallel-plate and 







Design, Fabrication, and Characterization of 
MEMS Mirror with Sidewall Electrodes  
3.1 Introduction 
MEMS mirrors possess a number of attractive features, such as extremely compact structure size, 
potential low cost and high reliability. Thus, MEMS mirrors are considered the leading technology for 
endoscopic imaging systems [8, 68, 74, 96]. Designing and fabricating a novel MEMS mirror for 
endoscopic OCT and confocal microscope applications is the main motivation for the present work.  
The micromirror is designed to satisfy the following requirements:  
 large angular scan with a low driving voltage: the drive voltage actuating the micromirror is a 
safety concern when the endoscope is inserted into the body. Moreover, large angular scans 
allow a larger field-of-view, so that larger areas of tissue can be imaged within a given time.  
 2-DoF scans: combining a fast scan with a slow scan creates 2-D raster scan to build three-
dimentional (3-D) images in OCT system.  
 simple fabrication processes that are compatible with MEMS fabrication technology. 
In previously reported micromirrors, different actuating mechanisms, such as electrostatic [8, 15, 
68, 74, 91, 96], electromagnetic [6, 44], bimorph thermal [26, 71], electrowetting [53] and 




different typical actuators. Compared with other actuators, the electrostatic approach is relatively 
straightforward, easy to understood, and has a fairly simple fabrication process. The major 
disadvantage of electrostatic actuators is the requirement for large voltages, but only capable of 
relatively small scanning angles.  
In terms of the theoretical modeling of sidewall electrodes built in Chapter 2, designing and 
fabricating a biaxial micromirror with SW electrodes is the focus. A micromirror with SW electrodes 
is proposed in Pu et al. [20]. The combination of sidewall and bottom electrodes increases the 
electrostatic force on the micromirror plate. One micromirror (800m×800m) with sidewall 
electrodes has been fabricated using the Optical iMEMS process. It uses a 3-layer silicon stack and 
SOI wafer bonding technique developed by Analog Devices Inc [108]. In order to obtain the 
80m~90m thick spacer layer, Grind, chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) process, and multiple 
bonding technologies are necessary. The process is very complicated and expensive. Moreover, the 
process needs release holes on the device layer, and the thickness of the micromirror plate is limited 
by the device layer of the SOI wafer. Although the thick bulk micromirror plate has a lower curvature 
than devices built on surface micromachined technology to minimize distortions of the light 
wavefronts, it is impossible to obtain a thicker mirror plate beyond the SOI device layer based on the 
Optical iMEMS.   
In the present work, to avoid these limitations, we have developed a novel fabrication process for 
the MEMS micromirror with SW electrodes. This is an inherently simple fabrication process based on 
SOI wafer, hybrid bulk/surface micromachined technology, and a high aspect ratio shadow mask.  
In addition, we have extended theoretical model of sidewall electrodes for a biaxial micromirror. 
When compared with traditional electrostatic actuators, SW electrodes increase the effective area and, 
thereby, decrease the drive voltage needed to achieve large scanning angles. Moreover, sidewall 
electrodes are demonstrated to change pull-in threshold and suppress the resonance frequency shifting. 




As shown in Figure 3.2, a biaxial micromirror with SW consists of a rigid mirror plate, spring hinges, 
supporting frames and actuating electrodes. The micromirror is suspended by a double-gimbal 
structure, which consists of two pairs of torsion bars (serpentine beams) to achieve the 2-DoF scans: 
- and -scan, rotating about the X-axis and Y-axis respectively. Table 3.1 lists the parameters of the 
biaxial mirror. Figure 3.1 shows the cross-section view of the micromirror with SW electrodes. The 
term definition is the same as used in Bai et al. [81]. In Figure 3.2(a), the gimbal frame edges that are 
parallel to the X-axis are wider than along the Y-axis. This configuration is used to generate a 
different electrostatic field distribution on - and -scans. When the micromirror rotates about the X-




 involves the mirror plate and the 
gimbal frame. While rotating about Y-axis (-scan), only the mirror plate is involved and the effective 
area is the mirror plate itself.  As a result, slow and fast scans can be achieved in the  and  
directions, respectively. 
 
Table 3.1: Parameters of the biaxial micromirror 
Paremeters Variable Value 
Micromirror properties   
Mirror width Lm m 
Mirror length Lm 1000m 
Mirror plate thickness tm 35 m 
Gimbal outer width Lgw 1400 m 
Gimbal inner width Lgwi 1200 m 
Gimbal outer length Lgl 1700 m 
Gimbal inner length Lgli 1200 m 
Gimbal thickness tg 35 m 
Torsion bar width w 3 m,1.5m 
Torsion bar thickness tb 12  m 
Electrode bottom edge 
width 
Le 1060 m 
Gap g  m 
Sidewall height h  m




Young‘s modulus E 169 Gpa 
Shear modulus G 73 Gpa 
Silicon density ρ 2329 kg/m
3
 





Figure 3.1: Cross-section view of the micromirror with SW. 
3.2.1 Modified Electrostatic Force 
3.2.1.1Electrostatic Field Distribution 
We follow the same assumptions as reported previously [81], but, the additional gimbal frame leads to 
an added effective area. Figure 3.5 (b) shows the sidewall electrodes after lift-off process. The 
maximum area of bottom electrodes is 1060m×1060m. The size of the gimbal frame is 
1700m×1400m of outer frame, 1200m×1200m of inner frame. Thus, the bottom electrostatic 




plate rotates to a large scanning angle, as shown in Figure 3.12 (c), the bottom electrostatic field on 
the gimbal frame is still weak and can be ignored as well. Therefore, only the electrostatic force 
caused by the sidewall electrodes on the gimbal frame is considered. When calculating the double 
integral, the integral domains on the gimbal frame are the entire gimbal frame with edges along the X-
axis.  
3.2.1.2 Electrostatic Force on Gimbal Frame  
The gimbal frame only can rotate about the -scan axis. The additional moment of electrostatic force 
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Simultaneously, the micromirror plate is pulled down along Z direction, so that the electrostatic 
forces caused by the e12, e22, e32 and e42 electrodes on gimbal frame along Z-direction are the sum of 



























































































3.2.1.3 Equilibrium between Electrostatic Force and Mechanical Torsion 
When the micromirror plate is actuated by the electrodes, the equations can be derived in terms of the 



























    

















b FFZK             (3.3c) 
, where KandKare the torsional stiffness of the 3-end serpentine bar at the  and scans, 
respectively. Kb is the bending stiffness along Z-direction. We will derive these parameters in the 
subsequent section. 
3.2.1.4 Dynamic Modeling 
The dynamic response of the biaxial micromirror was derived by using the Lagrange Formulation [81, 
106, 109]. The air-damping effects can be neglected since the gap between the micromirror plate and 
bottom electrodes is about 290m and the micromirror works in the low frequency range (less than 
500Hz). Thus, by introducing to the normalized parameters [81], and letting 1x ,  ddx 2 , 










































(a)      (b) 
  
(c)      (d) 
Figure 3.2: SEM of a single MEMS mirror with sidewall electrodes (micromirror with 1.5m torsion 
bar). (a) as-fabricated micromirror with SW; (b) 1.5m 3-end serpentine torsion bar; (c) 1.5m 2-end 







3.2.2 Stiffness of the Serpentine Torsion Bar 
In comparison to a straight torsion bar, a serpentine torsion bar provides several advantages by: i) 
extending the effective length of beam; ii) minimizing the occupied space in order to deduce the 
overall size; and iii) being well-suited for simple bulk micromachining technology. There are three 
configurations: classic, 2-end rotated [110, 111], and 3-end serpentine springs. Figure 3.2 (b) 
illustrates a 3-end serpentine spring (a guided-end beam with two fixed ends and one end with the 
mirror plate). From the structural viewpoint, the 3-end serpentine spring is a more stable structure 
than the classic and rotated springs, and we have adopted it here. Although the 3-end serpentine 
spring is a statically indeterminate structure, the spring constant can be derived from Castigliano‘s 2
nd
 
theorem and the unit-load method directly [100, 112]. 
In order to build a stiffness model for the 3-end serpentine spring, we make several reasonable 
assumptions, such as small angle and vertical deflections, ignoring residual stress and extensional 
stress, adopting the neutral surface as an analysis basis, and considering the 3-end serpentine torsion 
bar as a guided-end beam. Meanwhile, we use Fz0, TM0, and M0 to present the forces and torques 
caused by the mirror plate, as shown in Figure 3.2 (d). Table 3.2 lists the transferred bending 
moments and torques imposed on all 17 segments of the spring, resulting from external electrostatic 
loads at the free end, in order to express the total strain energy. In Table 3.2 the variable, represents 
the individual local coordinate that is along the axial length direction. Castigliano‘s 2
nd
 theorem states 
that the partial derivative of the strain energy of a linear structure, U, with respect a given load, Fi, Mi, 





















             (3.5) 
In order to obtain individual spring constants from Eqs. (3.5), we can solve one the expressions and 
let the other two deflections equal zero simultaneously. Letting i=0 and i=0, M0 and Fz0 are zero, 





Table 3.2: Force balance on each segment of the spring (from free end) 
Segment  
No. 
Length Moment Torque 
1 lf M0+Fz0 TM0 
2 lo 1/2TM0+1/2Fz0 1/2M0+1/2Fz0lf 
3 lp 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf - 1/2TM0+1/2Fz0lo 
4 lo 1/2TM0+1/2Fz0(lo+ 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf -lp) 
5 lp 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf -lp+ 1/2TM0+Fz0lo 
6 lo 1/2TM0+1/2Fz0(2lo + 1/2M0+1/2Fz0lf 
7 lp 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf - 1/2TM0+3/2Fz0lo 
8 lo 1/2TM0+1/2Fz0(4lo+ 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf -lp) 
9 li 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf -lp+ 1/2TM0+2Fz0lo 
10 lo 1/2TM0 -1/2Fz0 1/2M0+1/2Fz0lf 
11 lp 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf - 1/2TM0 -1/2Fz0lo 
12 lo 1/2TM0 -1/2Fz0(lo+ 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf -lp) 
13 lp 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf -lp+ 1/2TM0 -Fz0lo 
14 lo 1/2TM0 -1/2Fz0(2lo+ 1/2M0+1/2Fz0lf 
15 lp 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf - 1/2TM0 -3/2Fz0lo 
16 lo 1/2TM0 -1/2Fz0(3lo+ 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf -lp) 
17 li 1/2M0+1/2Fz0(lf -lp+ 1/2TM0 -2Fz0lo 
 
 




































            (3.6) 
Letting i=0, TM0 is zero, such that for the bending moment stiffness Kand the bending force 
stiffness KF, we obtain 
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             (3.9) 
, where the coefficients C11, C12, C21, and C22 are the terms of flexibility matrix of the spring. Thus, in 
terms of the definition of spring constant [112], the torsion stiffness Kt  for a side spring is given by: 





































K           (3.10) 
Meanwhile, due to rigid body assumption of the micromirror with SW, no bending slope at free end 
of the serpentine spring is expected where there is a joint between the spring and the micromirror. 
This boundary condition is satisfied by letting the first equation in (3.9) equal zero at the joint. 
Substitution of the solved equivalent bending moment into the second equation in (3.9) gives the 
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(3.12) 
Thus, we deduced the spring constant coefficient for one side of serpentine bar. For two sides of the 
serpentine bars, we only need to double the coefficients. 
3.3 Fabrication Process 
The fabrication process is divided into three steps: (i) micromirror plate fabrication, (ii) sidewall 
electrode fabrication, and (iii) assembly of the micromirror plate and sidewall electrodes. Single 
micromirror with SW, 2×2 micromirror array with SW and 4×4 micromirror array with SW are 
fabricated through this process.  
3.3.1 Micromirror Plate Fabrication  
The micromirror plate is fabricated on an SOI wafer. The SOI wafer is 100mm, device layer 12m, 
buried oxide layer 0.5m and handle layer 290m. The fabrication process, shown in Figure 3.3, is 
based on reactive ion etching (RIE) and high aspect ratio deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). 
Fabrication of the front side features: Layers of 0.5m and 2m silicon dioxide are deposited by 
using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) on top of the device layer and the handle 
wafer layer, respectively. Photoresist (PR) is patterned on the device layer to define the mirror plate 
features. RIE follows next to etch the 0.5m silicon dioxide layer. The patterned silicon dioxide layer 
is used as a mask for the subsequent DRIE process. Next, Bosch Etching DRIE is used to etch silicon 
and stopping on the buried oxide layer. This process forms the tiny serpentine torsion bars, the mirror 
plate and the gimbal frame on the device layer, as shown in Figures 3.3 (a)~(c). 
Fabrication of the back side features: PR is patterned on the handle wafer layer to define the back 
features of the mirror. RIE is used to etch the 2m silicon dioxide layer to expose the silicon, as 
shown in Figure 3.3 (d). PR is patterned on the exposed silicon to define the backside patterns of the 




silicon. The depth of DRIE trenches around the micromirror plate and the gimbal frame is 
52m~57m, as shown in Figure 3.3 (f). The PR on the backside is stripped before using DRIE in 
order to etch the exposed silicon to a depth of 290m. DRIE etching stops at the buried oxide layer. 




Figure 3.3: The micromirror plate fabrication process flow. (a)~(c) the micromirror front side 
fabrication; (d)~(g) the micromirror back side fabrication; (h)~(h') wet etching to release the 





Release of the micromirror plate from the SOI wafer:  Releasing the micromirror plate is a 
challenge in the fabrication process. A wet etching method is adopted to release the micromirror plate 
by using 6:1 Buffered Oxide Etchant (BOE). After releasing the micromirror from the SOI wafer, DI 
water cleans the surface and pure alcohol dries it, as shown in Figure 3.3 (h). Figure 3.3 (h') shows the 
cross-sectional view of the device when rotated by 90º. 
Evaporation of the reflective metals: Cr or Ti (16nm) is evaporated by using a CVC4500 
evaporator as an adhesive layer before evaporating Au (150nm) as the reflective surface. Figure 3.3 (i) 
shows this process. The thickness of the reflective thin film affects the micromirror curvature, while 
the thin film quality influences the surface reflectivity. 
3.3.2 Sidewall Electrodes Fabrication 
The sidewall electrodes are fabricated on another SOI wafer, diameter 100mm, with device layer 
250m, buried oxide layer 2m and handle layer 300m. There are two challenges in this: (i) 
fabricating the 250m tall sidewall electrodes on the SOI wafer; and (ii) patterning the connecting 
wire and pad on the bottom and sidewall electrodes. For the high aspect ratio structure, it is 
impossible to pattern through PR and evaporate metal layers on the vertical surface.  Thus, a high 
aspect ratio shadow mask and bulk sidewall electrode fabrication are used to form the sidewall 
electrodes.  
Fabrication of the shadow mask: The shadow mask is fabricated by a single crystal silicon (SCS) 
based on bulk micromachining technique. The SCS wafer has a diameter 100mm with thickness 
250m. RIE and DRIE are used to pattern the shadow mask features. 
Fabrication of the bulk sidewall electrode: A 2.5m silicon dioxide layer is deposited by using 
PECVD on top of the device layer. Subsequently, a thicker PR (S1845) is patterned on top of the 
silicon dioxide layer. Next, RIE is used to etch the 2.5m silicon dioxide layer. Finally, the structure 





Figure 3.4: The sidewall electrodes fabrication process flow. (a)~(c) sidewall electrode fabrication by 
DRIE; (d)~(e) assembly of shadow mask and evaporation of metal Cr/Al as a conductive layer; (f) 
lift-off of the shadow mask to obtain the sidewall electrodes. 
Assembly of a shadow mask on the sidewall electrodes: Figure 3.4 (d) and Figure 3.5 (a) present the 
assembling of a shadow mask on the sidewall electrode wafer. Cr or Ti (16nm) as an adhesive layer 
and Al layer (1~1.2m) are sputtered on the sidewall surface by using CVC Sputter Dep System. 
Figure 3.4 (e) shows the process. Finally, the shadow mask is removed by a lift-off process, shown in 
Figure 3.4 (f), and then the sidewall wafer is diced into single dies. Figure 3.5 (b) shows the pattern 
on the sidewall electrodes after lift-off the shadow mask.  
3.3.3 Assembly of the Micromirror Plate and SW Electrodes 
The last step is to assemble the micromirror plate and sidewall electrodes through using a transparent 
alignment tool built on a Pyrex glass wafer with four pins (height 50m) and the HTG System III-HR 









Figure 3.5: SEM of the sidewall electrodes. (a) assembly of the shadow mask and the sidewall 





electrodes with a small quantity of epoxy glue, SU-8, is putted on top of HTG stage, and then the 
micromirror plate is stacked and aligned on the sidewall electrodes. Applied low pressure through the 
alignment tool, the micromirror plate is glued to the sidewall electrodes. Subsequently, the 




oven for 12 h. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the single micromirror 
with SW.  
The yield rate is about 80% for the single micromirror with SW. The micromirrors are needed to 
store in a drying environment to keep Cr/Au reflective layer drying and clean. 
3.4 Simulation and Experiment 
Two types of micromirrors with SW having 3m and 1.5m torsion bars are fabricated at the Cornell 
Nanoscale & Sciences Facility (CNF). One micromirror without SW (only bottom electrodes), and 
having 3m torsion bar and identical mirror parameters is also fabricated. Extensive experiments are 
performed to investigate the static and dynamic characteristics of the micromirror and verify the 
analytical modeling. 
3.4.1 Experiment Configuration 
The micromirror is driven by a differential drive method in order to obtain scan linearity [15]. The 
micromirror plate and the gimbal frame are electrically grounded. The drive voltages on the quadrant 
electrodes (sidewall and bottom electrodes) are denoted by V1, V2, V3 and V4. The differential drive 
voltages are defined in Eq. (2.17). 
In the experiment configuration, the MEMS mirror is controlled by signals generated by LabVIEW. 
A position sensitive detector (PSD) is used to measure the position of a laser spot reflected by the 
MEMS mirror. A data acquisition (DAQ) system is used to record the experimental data. Figure 3.6 





Figure 3.6: Schematic experimental configuration for characterizing the micromirror. 
3.4.2 Static Characteristics 
Only one quadrant of the micromirror is investigated because of the symmetry of the structure. Figure 
3.7 illustrates the analytical modeling and experiment results for the static properties of the 
micromirror with 3m torsion bar. Figure 3.8 shows the micromirror with 1.5 m torsion bar. For the 
case of the micromirror with 3m torsion bar, as shown in Figure 3.7, the Vbias is 55V, and Vx and Vy 









, respectively, as 
shown in Figures 3.7 (b) and (d). For the case of the micromirror with 1.5m torsion bar, Vbias is 55V, 










, as shown in Figures 3.8 (b) and (d). 
From Figures 3.7-3.8, it is observed that: i) there is a good linearity under small scanning angles, 
with good-consistency between the analytical modeling and experimental results; ii) the mirror with 
3m torsion bar reaches a small angle under the differential voltage 100V, but the mirror with 1.5m 
torsion bar achieves a large angle under 25V and the stiffness of spring constants affects the behavior 








(a)      (b) 
 
(c)      (d) 
 
Figure 3.7: The linearity of the scanning angle and drive voltage for the micromirror with 3m 
serpentine torsion bar. (a) -scan angle displacement (from models); (b) -scan angle displacement 



































(a)            (b) 
 
(c)            (d) 
 
Figure 3.8: The linearity of the scanning angle and drive voltage for the micromirror with 1.5m 
serpentine torsion bar. (a) -scan angle displacement (from models); (b) -scan angle displacement 
































Figure 3.9: Scanning angle displacement under simple differential drive method for the micromirror 
with 3m serpentine torsion bar. One group of curves are from micromirror with 3m torsion bar 
with SW, the other from a 3m torsion bar micromirror without SW (only bottom electrodes). 
In addition, we adopted a simple differential drive method (V1=Vbias+Vdiff, V2=Vbias-Vdiff) for - and 
-scan, respectively [91]. The analytical modeling and experiment results are illustrated in Figure 3.9 
and Figure 3.10. Figure 3.9 shows that the modeling agrees with the experiments but deviates at larger 
scanning angles. Figures 3.10 (a) and (b) show that the scan angle is large under small differential 
voltage. It is observed that the experiment results for the micromirror with 1.5m torsion bars is 
between that of analytical modeling of the micromirror with 1.2m and 1.5m torsion bars. At small 
differential voltage, 0V~7.5V, the experiment result of -scan is close to the simulation result of 
1.2m torsion bar, while the result between the experiment and analysis of -scan is different. The 
discrepancy is due to i) the fabrication tolerance, namely, the actual width of each beam on a 1.5m 
torsion bar ranges from 1.2m~1.5m, and ii) the -scan electrostatic field with a large effective area 








Figure 3.10: Scanning angle displacement under simple differential drive method. The micromirror 
with SW is based on different widths of torsion bar, 1.2m, 1.5m, and 2m. The micromirror 





 effects of the spring stiffness nonlinearity become larger along with increasing the scanning angle. 
However, although there are deviations at large scanning angle as shown in Figures 3.9-3.10, the 
analytical modeling is adequate for estimating the static characteristics of the micromirror with small 
angular deflection. Therefore, the analytical model can be used for determining the required 
micromirror parameters before an expensive fabrication run. Meanwhile, in comparison to the 
micromirror with only bottom electrodes, the micromirror with SW has demonstrated to achieve a 
larger scan angle for using the same drive voltage.  
Pull-in properties: Figure 3.11 shows the large angular deflection for the micromirrors with 3m 3-
end torsion bars and 1.5 m 2-end serpentine bars. Figure 3.2 (c) shows the 2-end serpentine bar (a 
guided-end beam with one fixed end and one end with the mirror plate). In Figure 3.11 (a), the -scan 













. In Figure 3.11 (b), for -scan, the pull-in can be observed when the mcromirror rotates 
about 5.5
o
. Such results are caused by the changes of electrostatic field distribution and the spring 
stiffness of different torsion bars. Figure 3.12 shows the changes of electrostatic field distribution 
under different -scan deflection. The -scan has a similar distribution, but without the gimbal frame. 
When the mirror plate rotates to 1 (around 5.5
o
), the edge of the mirror plate is closest to the 
sidewall, as shown in Figure 3.12 (b). In this condition, the fringe field generates a maximum bending 
moment, Mo, to pull the mirror plate closer to the sidewall. Thus, the narrower the width of torsion 
bars, the smaller is the spring stiffness and thereby, the larger the lateral shift.  
The experimental results in Figure 3.11 (b) have a convex shape because: i) the sidewall 
electrostatic field and fringe field can prevent the spring-softening effect [20]; and ii) the spring 
stiffness of the 1.5m 2-end serpentine torsion bar has nonlinear property under large angular 
deflection. The width of a torsion bar affects both the ratio and linearity of the voltage-to-angle 
relationship. A smaller torsion bar width will decrease the required drive voltage to achieve a large 









Figure 3.11: Large scan angle tests with simple differential drive method at- and - scan. (a) 
micromirror with 3m 3-end torsion bar with SW, Vbias = 55V; (b) micromirror with 1.5m 2-end 






Figure 3.12: Electrostatic field distribution of one quadrant of the micromirror with SW under 
different angular deflection. (a) scanning angle 0
o 
; (b) scanning angle 1 ; (c) scanning angle 2 . 
3.4.3 Dynamic Characteristics 
There are two important characteristics of the dynamic properties of the micromirror: (i) the 
resonance frequency and (ii) resonance frequency shifting. 
3.4.3.1 Resonance Frequency of the Micromirror  
The dynamic response of the micromirror can be solved by through Eq. (3.6). To simulate the 









0.012, 0, 0.02]. Eq. (3.4) can be solved by the Runge-Kutta method [81], to obtain the periods, T and 
T, and thereby the resonant frequency, under different bias voltages, f and f  (Tff) [81]. 
In order to find the system resonance frequency experimentally, the micromirror is actuated by DC 
and AC voltages. The sinusoidal AC voltage has a frequency range of 1- 1000Hz. The peak voltages 








Figure 3.13: The frequency response of micromirror with 3m torsion bar and 1.5m torsion bar 
under sinusoidal sweep experiments for a frequency range of 1Hz to 1000Hz. (a) Micromirror with 




resonance frequency under different DC bias voltage is tested. The micromirror with 3m 3-end 
torsion bar has the resonance frequency 454.6Hz at -scan, 215.4Hz at -scan, the micromirror with 
1.5m 3-end torsion bar has the resonance frequency 146.5Hz at -scan, 50.2Hz at -scan, under DC 
bias voltage 55V. In addition, for one micromirror with 3m torsion bars running at the resonance 
frequency, the scanning angle reaches ±12º (mechanical angle, Vbias=55V Vac=35V, fr=181Hz) at -
scan, and ±20º (mechanical angle, Vbias=80V Vac=80V, fr=383Hz) at -scan. 
3.4.3.2 Resonance Frequency Shifting 
The resonant frequency changes under different bias voltages [96]. This is an important property of 
MEMS mirrors actuated by electrostatic forces. The resonance frequency determines the scanning 
frequency bandwidth of the micromirror. The larger the resonance frequency shifting, the smaller is 
the bandwidth. It is known that micromirrors without SW have large range resonance frequency shifts. 
However, although the micromirror with SW still exhibits this phenomenon, it is much smaller, i.e. 
the sidewall electrodes suppress resonance frequency shifting, in that the fringe field effects from 
sidewall electrodes affect the stiffness of the tiny torsion bars. Figure 3.14 illustrates this under 
different bias voltages, showing good agreement between ANSYS simulation and experiments in 
terms of the values of Table 3.3. In addition, from the dynamic tests for the micromirror without SW, 
the resonance frequency shifting cannot be observed: the reason is the large gap between the mirror 
plate and bottom electrodes, around 300m. The generated electrostatic force is small and has very 
weak contribution for changing the resonance frequency through different bias voltages. 
In fact, the resonance frequency under different bias voltages can be obtained by solving Eq. (3.4). 
It also indicates that the resonance frequency shift is negligible. Figure 3.15 shows the 3-D profile of 
the mirror with SW that was acquired from the Olympus LEXT OLS3100 confocal microscope. The 
height between the mirror plate and the edge top of the sidewall electrodes is about 55m. However, 
in the analytical models, we assume that the effective integral domain is enclosed by the micromirror 










Figure 3.14: The resonance frequency shifting  under different bias voltages (ANSYS and 













Micromirror with 3m width torsion bars Micromirror with 1.5m width torsion bars 
α-scan, resonance frequency(Hz) 
(mirror plate with gimbal frame) 
β-scan, resonance frequency(Hz) 
(mirror plate) 
α-scan, resonance frequency(Hz) 
(mirror plate with gimbal frame) 
β-scan, resonance frequency(Hz) 
(mirror plate) 
Experiment ANSYS Experiment ANSYS Experiment ANSYS Experiment ANSYS 
10 224.2 247.4 462.8 584.9 75 82.7 176.8 203.5 
20 222.9 246.6 461.9 584.0 72.2 80.5 173.5 201.0 
30 221.5 245.3 460.5 582.6 68.8 76.7 168.8 196.7 
35 220.5 244.5 459.6 581.6 66.2 74.2 166.2 193.8 
40 219.4 243.5 458.7 580.5 64.2 71.1 163.3 190.4 
45 218.1 242.4 457.7 579.2 61.3 67.4 156 186.6 
50 216.6 241.5 456.5 577.8 58.7 63.1 151.5 182.1 
55 215.4 239.7 454.6 576.2 50.2 57.9 146.5 177.1 





Figure 3.15: 3D profile of the mirror with SW acquired from an Olympus LEXT OLS3100 confocal 
microscope, and the distance between the mirror plate and the top of sidewall electrodes. 
electrostatic field and fringe field effects. This assumption is a major contributor to the differences 
among the analytical modeling, experiments, and ANSYS simulation.   
In addition, the ANSYS simulation results are larger than the measurements. These differences are 
attributed to discrepancies in the estimation of material parameters and fabrication tolerance.  
3.5 Conclusions  
In terms of both the analytical modeling and the experiments, the characteristics of the MEMS 
micromirror with SW are determined by several factors: the cross section (width and thickness) and 
length of the serpentine torsion bars, the distance between the mirror plate and bottom electrodes, and 




field effects of the bottom electrodes and the smaller the resonance frequency shifting. Within a small 
scanning angle range, the mirror scan is linear under differential voltage drive, but, as the scanning 
angle is increased, nonlinearity is observed. Although there are differences between the analytical 
models and the experiments, they are very consistent at small scanning angles. In this domain, the 
analytical modeling describes the system very well and can be used as a very good reference during 
the design phases before a commitment to a fabrication runs. It is also shown that the height of the 
sidewall electrode affects the pull-in threshold during the large angular deflection. 
3.6 Summary 
A novel biaxial MEMS mirror with SW electrodes has been fabricated successfully in terms of a new 
fabrication process. The static and dynamic characteristics of the micromirror with SW electrodes are 
obtained. In the following chapters, the extended fabrication process succeeds in achieving 
micromirror arrays, and also a biaxial MEMS mirror with SW electrodes is used into a laser scanning 







Design and Fabrication of 2×2 and 4×4 
Micromirror Array 
4.1 Introduction 
2×2 and 4×4 micromirror arrays based on the extended fabrication process are fabricated in order to 
get a large optical aperture that is the requirement of the EOCT and confocal microscope for 
obtaining high resolution images [67]. The optical aperture is determined by a micromirror plate. 
However, the larger the micromirror plate, the lower resonance frequency the micromirror has. To 
simulate a large aperture tilt micromirror, micromirror arrays divide a large aperture into small 
micromirrors with significantly reduced inertia and increase rotation speed. Different types of 
micromirror arrays apply to optical switches, DMD, adoptive optics (AO) [3], telescope [114, 115], 
and optical phased arrays [116, 117]. DMD developed by Texas Instrument Inc is widely adopted into 
digital light projector (DLP) and confocal microscopy [118]. Each mirror in DMD is only 10m or a 
little bit large with ―on‖ or ―off‖ state. Optical phased array technology was developed by Paul F. 
McManamon et al. [119]. Micromirror arrays can be used as optical phased arrays for laser beam 
steering. Several types of micromirror arrays are fabricated in terms of surface micromachining or 
hybrid bulk/surface micromachining techniques [12, 22, 114-117, 120]. Micromirror arrays process 
several advantages: low inertia, high frequency, and large field of view (FOV). Therefore, applying a 










Figure 4.1: The structure of 2×2 micromirror array. (a) schematic of one micromirror element; (b) 




and fabrication of 2×2 and 4×4 micromirror arrays.    
This chapter presents the design and fabrication of 2×2 and 4×4 micromirror array. Although the 
process flow of micromirror arrays is based on that of the single micromirror with SW electrodes [82], 
relevant modification and plenty of optimization on the mirror array design and fabrication 
parameters are required.  
4.2 Design of Micromirror Arrays 
The schematic design of 2×2 micromirror array is shown in Figure 4.1. The micromirror array is 
composed of a mirror plate array and sidewall electrodes. The size of one mirror plate in the array is 
1mm×1mm, which is supported by two pairs of 3-end serpentine torsion bars, and the total optical 
aperture combined from four micromirrors is close to 2mm×2mm. The gap between the mirror plate 
array and bottom electrodes is about 300m, which makes each micromirror have a large scan angle 
potentially. The width of the torsion bar is designed to 2m. Figure 4.1 (a) illustrates a cross–view of 
one micromirror, and Figure 4.1 (c) shows a close–up view on the right corner micromirror. Figures 
4.3 (b) and (c) show outer and inner 3-end serpentine torsion bars. In order to control each 
micromirror, the mirror plate array is an electrical ground and each cell of 2×2 SW electrode actuators 
is insulated. The driving voltages, V1,V2, V3 and V4, are added onto each actuator, respectively. Figure 
4.3 illustrates 2×2 micromirror array bonded in a chip carrier. In addition, the fill factor is an 
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in which a is the size of each sub-aperture, and b is the spacing between adjacent pixels. Due to the 
electrostatic actuators, a can be in millimeter scale. The choice of b is subjected to several factors 




micromirror array, a=1mm and b=335μm, rendering a fill factor of 56%. However, for a 4×4 
micromirror array, a=1mm and b=1.4mm, rendering a fill factor of 17%. 
4.3 Fabrication of 2×2 Micromirror Array 
The fabrication process of 2×2 micromirror array is based on that of the single micromirror with SW 
electrodes and is composed of micromirror array fabrication, SW electrode fabrication, and assembly 
of micromirror array and SW electrodes. This section emphasizes the fabrication process specialties 
and difference between single micromirrors and micromirror arrays. 
4.3.1 Micromirror Array Fabrication  
The micromirror array is built on a double side polished (DSP) SOI wafer, 100mm diameter, with 
12m device layer, 0.5m buried oxide layer, and 290m handle layer. The process, as shown in 
Figure 4.2, is based on reactive ion etching (RIE) and high aspect ratio deep reactive ion etching 
(DRIE).  
Shallow trench etched on top of the handle layer: A layer of 0.5m silicon dioxide (SiO2) is 
deposited by GSI PECVD on top of the device layer. S1818 Photoresist (PR) is patterned on top of 
the handle layer to define a shallow trench area. Bosch Etching DRIE follows next to etch the shallow 
trench, depth 8-9m. The first depth is created, as shown in Figures 4.2 (a) and (b). Then, the 
remained PR is cleaned by Hot Tank. A layer of 2m SiO2 is deposited by GSI PECVD on top of the 
fabricated handle layer, as shown in Figure 4.2 (c). 
2×2 micromirror array patterned on top of the device layer: S1813 PR is patterned on the device 
layer. RIE is used to etch SiO2 as a mask for the next DRIE etching. DRIE etching silicon stops on 
the buried oxide layer. This process forms tiny serpentine torsion bars, the mirror array and the 
gimbal frame on the device layer, as shown in Figures 4.2 (d) and (e). The diagrams in Figure 4.3 






Figure 4.2: The fabrication process flow of 2×2 and 4×4 micromirror arrays 
 
Backside features of 2×2 micromirror array etched on top of the handle layer: Subsequently, 
S1818 PR is patterned on the handle layer to define backside features of the micromirror array. RIE is 
used to etch the 2m silicon dioxide layer to expose the silicon handle layer, as shown in Figure 4.2 
(f). PR is patterned on the exposed silicon to define the backside patterns of the micromirror array and 
the gimbal frame, as shown in Figure 4.2 (g). DRIE is used to etch the silicon on the backside. The 
depth of the DRIE trenches around the mirror array and the gimbal frame is 60-65m, as shown in 
Figure 4.2(h). PR on the backside is stripped and then DRIE is used to etch the exposed silicon to a 
depth of 290m, as shown in Figure 4.2 (i). The backside features of 2×2 micromirror array after 
DRIE etching is illustrated in Figure 4.4. DRIE etching stops at the buried oxide layer. A 35m thick 
micromirror plate is created at this point. As shown in Figure 4.4 (c), four layers on the backside are 




time to get four layers through DRIE for fabricating complex structures. After DRIE etching, the 
buried oxide layer is exposed and shown in Figure 4.5. The thermal SiO2 layer is a compressive 
unstressed layer. After exposed, it becomes a buckled thin film, as shown in Figure 4.5(b). The tiny 
serpentine torsion bars will be damaged if the deformation of the thin film is too big. This effect has 




(b)           (c) 
Figure 4.3: The front side features and critical 3-end serpentine torsion bars. (a) SEM of 2×2 









(b)            (c) 
Figure 4.4: The backside features of the micromirror array plate after DRIE. (a) SEM of the backside 
feature of the micromirror array plate; (b) close-up view of the backside gimbal frame and mirror 










Figure 4.5: The compressive unstressed SiO2 thin film exposed after DRIE. (a) backside view on the 
serpentine torsion bar area; (b) frontside view close to serpentine torsion bars. 
Release of the micromirror plate array: The micromirror array is released by a wet etching method. 
6:1 Buffered Oxide Etchant (BOE) is adopted. After releasing the micromirror array from the SOI 
wafer, DI water and pure alcohol are used to dry the surface, as shown in Figure 4.2 (j). Figure 4.2 (j') 






Evaporation of the reflective metal layer: The subsequent step is to evaporate the reflective metals, 
for which Cr or Ti (16nm) is evaporated by a CVC4500 evaporator as an adhesive layer, and then Au 
(150nm) as a reflective surface. Figure 4.2 (k) shows this process. The thickness of the reflective thin 
film affects the micromirror curvature, while the thin film quality influences the surface reflectivity. 
4.3.2 Sidewall Electrode Fabrication 
The sidewall electrodes are fabricated on another SOI wafer, diameter 100mm, with 250m device 
layer, 2m buried oxide layer and 300m handle layer. RIE and DRIE are adopted to form the 
sidewall features. The layer of 2.5m silicon dioxide is deposited by PECVD on top of the device 
layer, and then, a thicker PR (S1845) is patterned on top of the SiO2 layer to pattern the sidewall 
features. Next, RIE is used to etch the 2.5m SiO2 layer. Finally, the bulk sidewall electrode with 
250m height is obtained by DRIE. The process is shown in Figures 3.4 (a)~(c). Figure 4.8 (a) shows 
the bulk sidewall electrodes after DRIE etching.  
In order to get bulk sidewall electrodes, sacrificial walls are designed to enclose the sidewall. After 
a long time DRIE, the etch rate is faster at three-fourth position of the entire wafer than at the center 
and the edge. There exists a 10-20m difference in the etched depth on the whole wafer. Moreover, 
the feature density on the wafer affects DRIE etch rate. The diagrams in Figures 4.8 (b) and (c) 
illustrate that the difference of etch rate affects final structure pattern. At the high density area does 
the undercut show up while vertical walls at the low density area.  
A shadow mask is adopted to pattern wires, pads, and bottom electrode features on the high-aspect-
ratio bulk sidewall electrodes. The shadow mask is fabricated on single crystal silicon (SCS), 
diameter 100mm, thickness 250m and 285m. Although a silicon shadow mask has been reported in 
[121], the characteristics of the shadow mask for the bulk sidewall electrodes are thicker and applied 
on top of the wafer with high-aspect-ratio bulk features. RIE and DRIE are used to pattern the shadow 
mask features. Two methods are adopted during the fabrication, as shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. 
Figure 4.6 shows a dry etching process flow with RIE and DRIE. Figure 4.7 shows a hybrid wet 




thickness of shadow masks. Dry etching process, Method I, adopts a 250m or 285m DSP SCS 
wafer. If fabricating a thinner shadow mask, the thin silicon wafer is expensive and maybe required to 
grind to expected thickness. Method II shows a little bit complex process, based on 500m SSP SCS 
wafer, but the thickness can be fabricated thinner than 20m.  
Subsequently, the shadow mask is assembled on the sidewall electrodes. The HTG System III-HR 
Contact Aligner (HTG) is used to align the shadow mask with the sidewall electrodes wafer, as shown 
in Figure 3.4 (d). Cr or Ti (16nm) as an adhesive layer and Al layer (1~1.2m) are sputtered on the 
sidewall surface by CVC Sputter Dep System. Figure 3.4 (e) shows the process. Finally, the shadow 
mask is removed by a lift-off process and the sidewall wafer is cut into single dies. The process is 
shown in Figure 3.4 (f).   
 
 







Figure 4.7: The fabrication process flow of shadow mask based on hybrid wet etching and dry etching 
(method II) 
 
4.3.3 Assembly of Micromirror Array and SW Electrodes 
The last step is to assemble the micromirror array and SW electrodes through a transparent alignment 
tool with four pins and HTG contact aligner. A few droplets of epoxy glue, SU-8, are deposited on the 
SW electrode die, and then the micromirror array is stacked on top. Subsequently, the micromirror 
array with SW electrodes is moved to HTG stage. The micromirror array could be aligned with the 
SW electrodes. Figure 4.9 shows an alignment mark on the SW electrodes. With low pressure applied 
through the alignment tool, the micromirror plate is glued to the sidewall electrodes. Finally, the 




oven for 12 h. The yield rate of 2×2 micromirror array is about 









(b)                  (c) 
Figure 4.8: The bulk sidewall electrodes after fabrication process. (a) SEM of 2×2 sidewall electrode 









Figure 4.9: SEM of alignment mark on the SW electrodes 
 




4.4 Fabrication of 4×4 Micromirror Array 
The design of 4×4 micromirror array has a gimbal structure to realize a biaxial rotation. Each of 
micromirrors has the same structure as the single micromirror with SW electrodes developed in 
Chapter 3. The micromirror plate is ground electrically, and V1,V2,V3 and V4 are applied on four 
sidewall electrodes, respectively. Each micromirror can be controlled separately. The process of 4×4 
micromirror array is developed in terms of that of 2×2 micromirror array. The process includes: i) 
4×4 micromirror array fabrication; ii) 4×4 sidewall electrode fabrication; iii) assembly of mirror plate 
and SW electrodes. The diagrams in Figure 4.11 show 4×4 micromirror array. Figure 4.11 (e) shows 
one single micromirror with a broken torsion bar. Although the backside features have been designed, 
they are etched out after a long time DRIE due to the large open cavity on the backside of the mirror 
plate array. The thickness of the micromirror is 12m without backside features after the entire 










(c)              (d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 4.11: (a) Assemly of 4×4 micromirror array and SW electrodes; (b) SEM of 4×4 micromirror 
array; (c) SEM of SW electrode array; (d) 4×4 SW electrodes after shadow mask lift-off; (e) SEM of 
single micromirror with a broken serpentine torsion bar. 
4.5 Optimization of Design and Fabrication 
The fabrication process of micromirror arrays is more complicated than that of the single micromirror 
with SW electrodes. It is a continuous and repeated procedure to optimize the structure design and the 
process flow. Several aspects have to be considered. First of all, Bosch DRIE etch rate is effected by 
the following: i) aspect ratio of each feature; ii) density of features in one die; iii) open area in one die; 




DRIE etch rate is faster at three-fourth circle than at the center and the edge of the entire wafer. 
Secondly, the structure design has to be optimized in terms of the distribution of DRIE etch rate on 
the entire wafer. The dimensions of torsion bars, gimbal frame, and trench not only satisfy mechanical 
requirements, but also coincide with the DRIE etch rate. Some sacrificial structures are required in 
order to fabricate sophisticate features. Thirdly, assembly of the mirror plate array and SW electrodes 
is a challenge. The special alignment mark and transparent alignment tools are important and can be 
optimized in the future.  
The micromirror array with SW electrodes has a low fill factor. It is possible to improve if the 
micromirror plate with a pedestal is mounted on top of the micromirror array with SW electrode. The 
following provides a possible process flow: i) fabricating the micromirror plate array with pedestal on 
SOI wafer I; ii) fabricating the micromirror array with serpentine torsion bars on SOI wafer II, as 
shown in Figure 4.2 (a) to (e); iii) flip-chip bonding the wafer I that includes the micromirror plate 
array on top of the wafer II that have serpentine torsion bars and mirror features; iv) removing the 
handle layer from the wafer I; v) keeping on following the process in Figure 4.2 (f) to (j‘); vi) 
evaporate Cr/Au on the top layer as a reflective surface. The SW electrode actuator utilizes the same 
process flow as in section 4.3.2. And then, the micromirror array plate and SW electrodes are 






MEMS Mirror with SW Electrodes applied 
for Confocal MACROscope Imaging  
5.1 Introduction 
The first confocal microscope was invented and built with a stage movement in 1961, when Dr. 
Markvin Minsky presented the principle of the confocal microscopy [122]. A confocal microscope 
has one major advantage over a traditional microscope. It allows the focus plane light to pass through 
a pinhole on the conjugate (or ‗confocal‘) plane to the detector while blocking light emitted from out-
of-focus planes. As a result, the image resolution and contrast are improved significantly. A confocal 
microscope images a sample by scanning a diffraction limited spot across the sample either by 
translating the sample under a fixed beam with an XYZ-stage [122, 123], or by using a system with 
mirrors scanning the beam on the stationary sample [67]. In comparison to stage scanning, the mirror 
scanning system is not limited by the scanning speed for acquiring images in vivo, therefore, it is well 
suited for a wide range of applications. The confocal microscope is broadly applied to biological and 
clinic imaging, as well as semiconductor inspection. The other two types of confocal microscopes are 
two-photon or multi-photon confocal microscopes and Nipkow disk confocal microscopes [67]. A 
two-photon confocal microscope images a sample, through an intense near-infrared (IR) laser, by 
exciting the fluorophore to emit a fluorescence photon with a half wavelength of the laser beam in the 




a use of a pinhole or aperture as the excitation spot is being scanned. Nipkow disk confocal 
microscopes obtain the scanning beam by spinning a Nipkow disk with regular patterned pinholes. 
Current scanning methods such as galvanometer, spinning polygon, and acousto-optic scanners are 
typically used into the confocal microscopes and can introduce vibrations into the system which 
degrades image quality. Recently, MEMS mirrors have been successfully integrated with traditional 
confocal microscopes and two-photon confocal microscopes [10, 124-126]. For example, Olympus 
LEXT OLS3100 confocal microscope is integrated with a 1-D MEMS mirror mounted on a 1-D 
galvo-scanner [10, 127, 128], and handheld confocal microscopes for skin cancer inspection ultilizes 
MEMS mirrors or microlens [64, 129-137].   
The Confocal Laser Scanning MACROscope (CLSM) system (by BPI, Waterloo, Ontario) is a 
confocal microscope with a large field of view (FOV) for biological analysis. It can obtain very large 
images with high resolution with a galvo-scanner and a XYZ stage movement. Figure 5.1 shows the 
schematic of the MACROscope system. The intention is to integrate the MEMS mirror with SW 
electrodes to a MACROscope system for biomedical imaging [138]. Point-scanning instruments like 
the MACROscope or confocal microscopes could benefit from the small size and unique features of 
the MEMS mirror. The galvo-scanner currently used in the MACROscope system consists of a 
scanning mirror that is actuated by a servo motor. This scanner is large (50 mm x 35 mm) and is 
capable of scanning at a maximum rate of 40 Hz over +/- 6 degrees (optical) using a closed-loop 
position feedback system. A very sturdy frame is required to minimize vibrations produced by the 
large amount of inertia when running at maximum frequency. Using a micromirror instead of the 
galvo-scanner, it would be possible to simplify the frame structure and decrease the size and weight of 
the system. An additional advantage is the potential to scan at frequencies much greater than 40 Hz, 
as well as being able to scan in two directions simultaneously. A MEMS mirror with SW electrodes is 
used to replace the galvo-scanner for obtaining biomedical imaging. 
This chapter presents a MEMS mirror with SW electrodes applied into the MACROscope for 
biomedical imaging. In comparison to the galvo-scanner, the micromirror plate has a small optical 




the critical optical requirements and optimizing micromirror frequency in a confocal laser scanning 
imaging system. Two laser scanning optical systems were prototyped and tested. The optimized 
frequency range based on the MACROscope was investigated. An open-loop control method was 
adopted to control the MEMS mirror in the system. Finally, a new Micromirror-based Laser Scanning 
Microscope system was developed with imaging acquisition/processing system based on 
Programmable Interface Controller (PIC) allowed 2D images to be acquired and displayed. 
 
Figure 5.1: Schematic of MACROscope system with a galvo-scanner (the micromirror instead of the 
galvo-scanner) [138]. DPC Detector, OFM Spectrometer, and PMT were removed from the 
MACROscope system during experiments. 
5.2 Confocal MACROscope Prototype with MEMS Mirrors 
5.2.1 Two Optical Systems for Confocal MACROscope with MEMS Mirrors 
In the CLSM system, the micromirror with SW electrodes replaces the original 1-D galvo-scanner. 




MEMS mirror implementation into the CLSM. Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show block diagrams of the two 
optical layouts of the micromirror. The confocal detection path has been excluded from the optical 
arrangement. The CLSM uses a collimated beam of light that is incident onto a galvanometric 
scanning mirror that is located at the entrance pupil of the laser scan lens. In Optical System-I, a 
MEMS mirror, as shown in Figure 5.4, is fixed in front of a 4× Beam Expander (BE). The laser beam 
was expanded to fill the entrance pupil of the objective lens, namely, the conjugate image of the 
MEMS mirror through the 4-time BE simultaneously images onto the entrance pupil. The BE expands  
a small aperture (1mm×1mm) to a larger aperture (4mm×4mm), thus, the numerical aperture (NA) of 
the objective lens will be efficiently utilized by the optical system. Optical System-II takes advantage 
of a unitary telescope and the MEMS mirror is placed very close to the entrance pupil of the objective 
lens, as shown in Figure 5.3. The MEMS mirror scans the laser beam which is collimated by the 
unitary telescope onto the objective lens. Although Optical System-I expands 4-time aperture for the 
micromirror, the scanning range is reduced to one quarter in comparison to that of Optical System-II.  
According to Rayleigh criterion for calculating resolution, the maximum number of resolvable 







      (5.1) 
where max is the total optical scan range and  is the divergence angle, D is the objective lens 









     (5.2) 
where NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens, and f is the focus length. If the light source 
is green laser, =532nm, and the NA of objective lens (M Plan Apo 5) is 0.14, Optical System-I 





Figure 5.2: Optical System-I: the laser scanning microscope with a 4× beam expander. The 
micromirror is located at f1 focus distance, and the entrance pupil of the objective lens at f2 focus 
distance. The objective lens is M Plan Apo 5, NA=0.14, f=200. 
 
Figure 5.3: Optical System-II: the laser scanning microscope with a unitary telescope. The 
micromirror is located between Bi-Convex lens, f2, and the objective lens (M Plan Apo 5, NA=0.14, 





5.2.2 MEMS Mirrors in Confocal MACROscope System 
A MEMS mirror with SW electrodes replaces the 1-D galvo-scanner in the MACROscope. The 
micromirror has been designed and fabricated and its characterization has been obtained in Chapter 3. 
Figure 5.4 shows two micromirrors with 2m and 3m torsion bars.  
The biaxial MEMS mirror with SW electrodes obtains a flexible scanning pattern by running each 
axis at different frequency and amplitudes, as shown in Figure 5.8. For the raster scan under DC bias 
voltage of 40V, AC voltage of 35V, the micromirror with 2m torsion bars can reach ±3
o
 (mechanical 
scan angle) and its resonance frequency is 64Hz on - scan and 165Hz on - scan. If the micromirror 
works under the combination of two frequencies, Lissarjous patterns can be achieved.  
In terms of the MACROscope system, a modulated triangle waveform with a sinusoidal wave on 
the corner acts as a control signal to drive the 1-D galvo-scanner. The triangle waveform can extend 
the linear range for the scanner and maximize the data acquisition time for imaging. Under the closed-
loop control, the galvo-scanner performs a one dimensional scan, meanwhile, the XYZ-stage matches 
the scanning rate with a slow lateral movement to achieve a raster scan. The Z-movement of the 
XYZ-stage is used to adjust the focus and the depth of field. Through synchronizing the control signal 
and data acquisition, the rising part of the waveform is utilized for building the image. Using the 2-D 
micromirror instead of 1-D galvo-scanner and the XYZ-stage simplifies the structure design and it is 
possible to develop a portable confocal MACROsocpe system. Moreover, the open-loop control 
replaces the closed-loop feedback control when the biaxial micromirror with SW electrodes is 
actuated by the differential drive method [81, 82].  
At present, the biaxial micromirror with SW electrodes realizes 1-D scanning in the MACROscope 
system, because the control box of the MACROscope only generates one channel signal to control the 
scanner. In the MACROscope, critical optical requirements based on the dynamic response of the 
micromirror are obtained. In terms of the experimental results, a Micromirror-based Laser Scanning 











Figure 5.4: SEM of the micromirror with SW electrodes. (a) the micromirror with 2m torsion bars; 




5.3 Experiments and Imaging 
5.3.1 Transient Response of the Micromirror 
The transient response of the micromirror reflects the dynamic characteristics and induces the 
damping ratio. Figure 5.5 illustrates the step response of the micromirror with 2m torsion bars on 
two directions, respectively. The mirror transient response shows an oscillating behavior. If the 
micromirror is driven by a triangle waveform, which is additive synthesis by odd harmonics, there are 
ripples on the response waveform that affect the synchronization between the control signal and data 
acquisition: therefore, the frequency transient response of the micromirror with SW electrodes is 
tested in order to find the optimized frequency range.  
 
Figure 5.5: The transient response of the micomirror with 2m torsion bars. 
5.3.2 Frequency Transient Response of Micromirror under Triangle Waveform 
The dynamic response of the micromirror determines the properties of the MACROscope system. In 




waveform is the interval of data acquisition. If the sinusoidal waveform drives the micromirror, there 
is only the phase delay on its dynamic response. However, in order to maximize the linear scanning 
range, the triangle waveform with rounded corners is adopted as a driving signal, as a result, the 
dynamic response of the micromirror not only shows a phase delay, but also appears a shape change 
of the waveform. Figure 5.6 and 5.7 show the frequency transient response of two types of the 
micromirror with 2m and 3m torsion bars under pure triangle waveform without rounded corners. 
This waveform only actuates the micromirror on 1D scanning, either -scan or -scan. In terms of 
Figure 5.6 and 5.7, several properties are achieved as the following: i) at the lower frequency, less 
than resonance frequency, the shape of the waveform is the superposition of driving waveform and 
harmonic components, and the micromirror experiences extreme overshoots; ii) at the higher 
frequency, larger than resonance frequency, the scanning waveform is close to the uniform, but has a 
longer settling time for a good oscillation and also the scanning angle is small; iii) close to the 
resonance frequency, the scanning waveform has a short settling time and there is a good shape of the 
waveform, close to the driving triangle waveform. At the frequency response, the beat frequency that 
is the difference between the driving frequency and the resonance frequency controls the settling time 
and the waveform. Thus, for the open-loop control, the micromirror actuated by a frequency close to 
the resonance value has a good behavior and perfect scanning waveform, which is fit for the data 
acquisition control box and circuits, software in the MACROscope.  
Moreover, as shown in Figure 5.6 (b), when the micromirror is driven along -scan, the oscillation 
response on -scan direction is pretty large and the settling time is longer. The reason is that the 
micromirror with 2m torsion bars on -scan has a low resonance frequency and easy disturbed by 






(a)             (b) 
Figure 5.6: The frequency transient response of the micromirror with 2m torsion bars driven by the 
triangle waveform under Vbias=50V and Vac=2.5V.  The driving signal actuated the micromirror on 
- and -scan, respectively. (a) The frequency response of the micromirror actuated by 30Hz, 60Hz, 
and 80Hz on -scan, respectively. (b) The frequency response of the micromirror actuated by 150Hz, 















Figure 5.7: The frequency transient response of the micromirror with 3m torsion bars driven by the 
triangle waveform.  The driving signal actuated the micromirror on - and -scan, respectively. (a) 
The frequency response of the micromirror actuated by 50Hz (Vbias=55V, Vac=45V), 200Hz 
(Vbias=55V, Vac=30V), 220Hz (Vbias=55V, Vac=20V), and 250Hz (Vbias=55V, Vac=30V) on -
scan, respectively. (b) The frequency response of the micromirror actuated by 200Hz (Vbias=55V, 
Vac=45V), 400Hz (Vbias=55V, Vac=45V), 450Hz (Vbias=55V, Vac=10V), and 480Hz (Vbias=55V, 
Vac=45V) on -scan, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: The pattern scanning from the micromirror with SW electrodes with 2m torsion bars. 
Examples of scan pattern for various combinations of amplitude and frequency [83]. 
In Figure 5.6 and 5.7, the micromirror has a coupling characteristic, namely, if only considered the 
1D scanning, the orthogonal direction is affected because of the coupling between -scan and -
scan[81]. At the small scanning angle, the coupling phenomena are not prominent, but at the large 
scanning angle, when the micromirror runs on the resonance frequency, the orthogonal direction 
scanning will oscillate in a small range. In terms of images from the MACROscope with 1-D 
scanning of the micromirror with 2m torsion bars at 40Hz and 58Hz, as shown in Figure 5.10, the 
scanning angular deflection of the micromirror at 40Hz is more uniform than that of the micromirror 
at 58Hz, that is, the image based on 40Hz achieves more better synchronization than that on 58Hz. 
The 58Hz is close to the resonance frequency of the micromirror on -scan, as a result, it causes the 




exist small ripples on the 20m line image. While at lower scanning frequency, 40Hz, the ripples are 
not distinct and the 20m line is clearer. The reason is that: when the deflection at one direction 
scanning under resonance frequency is large, its orthogonal coupling vibration affects the 
synchronization between the micromirror and control signals. 
5.3.3 Images of the MACROscope with MEMS Mirrors 
The MACROscope with the MEMS mirror is used to image 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100m grate patterns. 
The experiment is divided into two phases: i) synchronization test for the micromirror under open-
loop control; ii) 2-D image acquisition. The imaging software of the MACROscope synchronizes the 
galvo-scanner and XYZ-stage assembly with the output signal that is generated by the photo detector 
in order to display a meaningful real-time image. Its control box generates the signal to drive the 
galvo-scanner and the XYZ-stage. In the synchronization test phase, the micromirror scans one 
direction, -scan, and the XYZ-stage is isolated so as to spatially correlate the data received from the 
imaging sensor to reflect the repeatability of the micromirror. The optical system of the 
MACROscope is based on Optical System-I. Meanwhile, to gauge the resolution power, standardized 
grate patterns with spacing 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100m were scanned. The quality of the image proves 
to be acceptable when sample patterns are at least 20m apart. Figure 5.10 shows 20m grate pattern 
images.  
For 2-D image acquisition, the MACROscope based on Optical System-II controls the micromirror 
to scan one direction and moves the XYZ-stage on an orthogonal direction (along with Y-axis). 







Figure 5.9: The images in terms of the galvo-scanner without XYZ-stage movement. Two optical systems: without Beam Expander and with 
4×Beam Expander. The grate patterns are 5, 10, 20, and 50m. The galvo-scanner works at 40Hz. (Green laser source: 532nm, the objective 






Figure 5.10: The 1-D scanning images in terms of the micromirror with 2m torsion bars. The optical system includes a 4× beam expander with 
He-Ne laser source (633nm), the objective lens: M Plan Apo 5, NA=0.14, f=200. The sample is 20m metal lines. The micromirror only scans 
the 1-D scanning, at -scan, without the stage movement in order to test synchronization under open-loop control. The frequency ranges from 






Figure 5.11: 2-D images display 20m metal grate pattern. The micromirror with 2m torsion bars is 
adopted in the optical system with unitary telescope (Optical System-II). The objective lens is f-theta 
lens, NA=0.14, f=200mm. The light source is green laser, =532nm. The frequency of the control 
signal is 40Hz.  
5.3.4 Laser Scanning Microscope System with Micromirror and PIC  
A micromirror-based laser scanning microscope system was developed. This system consists of a He-
Ne laser source, mirrors, a MEMS mirror with 2m torsion bars, 4× beam expander, beam splitter 
(BS), objective lens (M pro 2.5, NA=0.14, f=100), photodetector and PSD, as shown in Figure 5.12. 
The imaging process system adopted by this microscope is programmed using Microchip‘s PIC32MX. 
The micromirror is actuated to make the laser beam achieve 2-D scan on the grate patterns. The PSD 




instantaneously displays the light intensity on the LCD. This approach is referred to as the position-
based synchronization method for tracking outputs of the micromirror scan.  
The control signal driving the micromirror is a triangle waveform with rounded corners. The 
control signal is similar to that of the MACROscope. It helps to reduce overshoots of the micromirror 
due to the discontinuities at the peaks of triangle waves. The amount of time it takes to finish one scan 
is approximately 200seconds, which is the X-direction of -scan frequency at 5mHz and the Y-
direction scanning at 1Hz due to the slow ADC limitation by the PIC. But this is not the limiting 
factor of the scanning rate. If a high quality ADC chip were adopted, the data acquisition rate could 
be increased and the scanning rate might be higher. Figure 5.13 shows the output images on LCD. 
The sample pattern is at least 50 micrometers in terms of this system. If different objective lens with 
high numerical aperture were adopted, this system could achieve the sample images with higher 
resolution.  
 













 5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter presents the micromirror with SW electrodes applied into the MACROscope for imaging. 
In terms of two optical system configurations, Optical System-I provides higher resolution than 
Optical System-II due to the beam expander enlarging the beam and increasing the effective 
numerical aperture. Although the micromirror is actuated under the open-loop control, it could 
provide acceptable dynamic response at optimized frequency so as to satisfy the synchronization 
requirement for the system. Moreover, a novel laser scanning microscope system with the 
micromirror is developed and obtains 2D images. The resolution power for the system is rated at 
50m and the image acquisition time is too slow, however, it might be improved by changing 
objective lens with high NA and using high quality ADC chip on the control circuit.   
In this chapter, only the illumination path is shown in Confocal MACROscope system due to 
simplify the testing process. In order to achieve a real confocal microscope, the system needs to have 
the following features and changes:  
 addition of pin holes after the micromirror such that the reflective or emitted light can be 
acquired by the sensor, 
 reposition of the light sensor-photon multiplier tube (PMT) for the weak signal detection, 
 optimization of micromirror scanning range, spacial resolution, and pixels.   





Chapter 6  
Conclusions and Future Research 
6.1 Summary and Conclusions 
The work presented in this thesis addresses two major challenges during developing the MEMS 
mirror: i) the analytical modeling of SW electrodes and 3-end serpentine torsion bars and ii) the novel 
fabrication process developed in terms of the design of a biaxial micromirror with SW electrodes. 
Moreover, the development of Micromirror-based MACROscope and the prototype of a Micromirror-
based Laser Scanning Microscope provide a system platform for studying the micromirror 
performance in optical applications.  
The SW electrode actuator is a new electrostatic actuator that fills the gap between comb-drive and 
parallel-plate actuators. There exist two major advantages: obtaining a large angular deflection under 
a corresponding small drive voltage and possessing a simple fabrication process same as that of 
parallel-plate actuators. The analytical modeling of SW electrodes and 3-end serpentine torsion bars 
simulates the static and dynamic characteristics of the biaxial MEMS mirror with SW electrodes very 
well at small scanning angles. This can be used as a very good reference during the design phases 
before a commitment to a fabrication runs. Chapter 2 devotes to build the analytical modeling of SW 
electrodes. In Chapter 3, this analytical modeling is improved in terms of practical design of the 
MEMS mirror with SW electrodes. The developed analytical modeling is less consuming time than 




The fabrication process of the biaxial MEMS mirror with SW electrodes is based on SOI wafer, 
hybrid bulk/surface micromachined technologies and a high-aspect-ratio shadow mask. In order to 
obtain a large scanning angle, the gap between the micromirror plate and the bottom electrodes is 
around 300m. The height of the SW electrodes is 250m. The material of serpentine torsion bars is 
based on single crystal silicon. Built on a SOI wafer, the thickness of torsion bars is 12m accurately. 
The fabrication process consists of three phases: mirror plate fabrication, SW electrode fabrication 
and assembly of mirror plate and SW electrodes. The mirror plate fabrication includes front-side 
fabrication and back-side fabrication on the SOI wafer. The expected thickness of the mirror plate can 
be achieved. The SW electrode fabrication comprises bulk SW electrodes fabricated on a SOI wafer 
and a high-aspect-ratio shadow mask. The shadow mask is built on a SCS wafer with the thickness of 
250m or 285m, which patterns bottom electrodes, pads, and wires on the bulk SW electrodes. 
Those shadow masks can be recycled and used repeatedly. A transparent alignment tool was 
fabricated and used to assemble the mirror plate and the SW electrodes. The single micromirror 
fabrication is founded in Chapter 3 and the micromirror array fabrication in Chapter 4. Although the 
fabrication of micromirror arrays resembles that of the single micromirror, plenty of optimization on 
mirror array structure design and fabrication parameters is required. Several types of the micromirror 
with SW electrodes are obtained: single biaxial MEMS mirrors with 3m, 2m and 1.5m 3-end 
serpentine torsion bars, single biaxial MEMS mirrors with 2-end serpentine torsion bars, and 2×2 and 
4×4 micromirror arrays. 
In Chapter 5 the performance of a biaxial MEMS mirror with SW electrodes in the MACROscope 
was studied. The MACROscope system from BPI adopts a galvo-scanner and XYZ-stage to acquire 
laser beam scanning and gain high resolution images with a large FOV. The biaxial MEMS mirror 
replaces the galvo-scanner to simplify the design of the MACROscope. In terms of two optical 
configurations tested in the MACROscope, optical requirements of the system based on a biaxial 
MEMS mirror are studied. On the other hand, frequency optimization of the MEMS mirror is 
achieved in terms of the MACROscope control requirements. Meanwhile, a Micromirror-based Laser 




6.2 Future Works 
This thesis presents the design, fabrication, and characterization of a 2-D SOI MEMS micromirror 
with SW electrodes for Confocal MACROscope imaging. The single biaxial MEMS mirror with SW 
electrodes, 2×2 and 4×4 micromirror arrays are obtained in terms of hybrid bulk/surface 
micromachined technologies. The improvement of Confocal MACROscope integrated with a biaxial 
micromirror and the prototype of Micromirror-based Laser Scanning Microscope are obtained. For 
the future direction, they include several works: 
i) Improvement on the analytical modeling of SW electrodes at large angular deflection: In this 
range, the nonlinear property of 3-end serpentine torsion bars and fringe field effects on the 
electrostatic field need to be understood. Meanwhile, when the MEMS mirror with SW electrodes 
reaches a large angular deflection, either on -scan around ±10º (mechanical angle), an oscillation 
phenomenon can be observed. This requires an explanation based on the improved modeling. 
ii) Accomplishment on the confocal path of the MACROscope system: Although optical 
requirements and optimized frequency for the MEMS mirror based on the illumination path of the 
MACROscope has been obtained, there exists a distance to build a real confocal microscope. In order 
to build a Micromirror-based Confocal MACROscope, the confocal path is required by adding an 
optical fiber as a pinhole in the optical system. The relative adjustments and tests have to be 
implemented.  
iii) Develop an endoscopic probe with MEMS mirrors and implement the endoscope with OCT or 
confocal microscope. 
iv) Study control methods for driving micromirror arrays. Apply 2×2 and 4×4 micromirror arrays 
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